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ABSTRACT

Teacher rating form (TRF) researchers may be interested in whether

student personal ity characteristics explain variabi I ity in: (") student

descriptions about their instructorrs effectiveness, or (O) tlre rela-

tionship between ratings and teacher-produced achievement. Such evi-

dence may be used to judge TRF vaì idity and general izabiìity. ln addi-

tion, the relationship between student characteristics and achievement

may be of interest.

A review ol= the ì i terature suggests that student characteri stics,

especial ìy those which are relevant to an educationaì context, appear

related to ratings. Unfortunately, the results of prior studies are not

conclusive. Even ìess can be said about the effect of student character-

istics on achievement or the ratings/achievement relationship. There-

fore, the present study explored the relationship between student char-

acteristics and (") ratings, (b) achievement, and (.) the ratings/
achievement relationship. 0f particular interest was the relationship
between students'own (owru) cfraracteristics and each criterion independ-

ent of teacher (rrncurn) effects. Aìso of interest was the relationship
between students I percept i ons of i nstructor (pERcrpr) character i st i cs

and each criterion independent of TEACHER characteristics,0VJl,l clraracter-

istics, and their interaction.

The subjects were 3BB male and female students from the lntroductory

Psychology course at the university of Manitoba. Al I students first
compìeted an Adjective checl< List (ACL; Gough s Heilbrun , 1967) for
themselves. Students then viewed one of four colour videotaped lectures



which varied systematical ly în lecture content (h¡gh, low) and instruc-

tor expressiveness (high, ìow). Finaì ìy, students compìeted a TRF,

quiz on the lecture, and an ACL for the videotaped instructor.

To reduce the number of student characteri stics, the ACL sel f-
ratings were factor analyzed and four ACL scaìes were seìected for fur-
ther analyses. Subsequently, the data were analyzed via stepwise mul-

tiple l inear regression for each criterion measure.

The present study faiìed to find evldence of a meaningfuì reìation-
shîp between ratings and student personal ity characteristics independent

of teacher characteristics. Neither the set of four 0\{N characteris-

tics, nor the set of TEACHER by OWN interactions explained a signifi-
cant amount of rat i ng var iance. However, the set of PERCEpT character-

istics ðccounted for at least 10lz of the variance in ratings.

As might be expected, TEACHER characteristícs explained a ìarge

Percentage (30.82) of the variance in student aclrievenrent. I.,/hile sev-

eral other sets of characteristics were significantìy related to achieve-

ment they each accounted for less than 3.1. of the achievement variance.

0therwise, onìy the set of TEACHER by PERCEpT interactions reìated mean-

ingful ly to student achievement.

There was no evidence of a meaningfuì relatíonship between student

personaì ity characteristics and the rating s/achievement crí terion.
There was no significant Ol/N main effects or a TEACIIER by gldN interaction.
However, the set of PERCEPT characteristics was meaningful ly reìated to

the ratings/achievement criterion. This data suggests that variabi I ity
in ratings and achievement can be explained by PERCEpT characteristics.

Aìso, variabi I ity in ratings independent of achievement (or vice-versa)
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can be explained by pERCEpT characteristics.

The results of this study need to be repì icated in a non-rabora-

tory setting. several sections of a muìtisection course, taught by dif-
ferent instructors and employing a ccmmon finaì exam wourd be neecred

to confirm the present findings under more natural classroom conditions.
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I NTRODUCT I ON

There are a variety of methods for evaluating college teaching

including peer, alumni, and self-ratings of instructors. 0ne technique

frequently employed and the subject of much research is teacher rat-

ing forms (fnfs) in which students at or near the end of a course usualìy

complete a set of muìtiple choice questions concerning the teaching

characteristics of the instructor and sometimes aspects of the course

such as textbooks , exam i nat i on forma ts , etc..

The purpose of this dissertatíon is to explore the relationship

between coììege student personaìity characteristics and student ratings

of teacher effectÎveness. Many TRF researchers have investigated this

relationship because they beì ieve it provides evidence of TRF vaì idity.

Unfortunately, the interpretation of prior research is not at all clear.

For example, two recent reviews of the literature on student personal-

i ty characteristics-TRF rating relationships (Feìdman , 1971; Fol lman,

1975) are not in agreement regarding the impl ications of existent studies.

Such an inconsistency highl ights the need for further study in this area.

The introduction is divided into three major sections: ln the

first section, four TRF research issues are discussed: (") TRF val idity
modeìs, (U) val idation designs, (c) units of analysis, and (¿) fnf
general izabi ì ity. An understanding of these issues is important when

interpreting TRF studies. The second major section incìudes a review

of tlre appropriate literature. The review considers separately studies

of one or two student characteristics, several characteristics, and the

student-teacher match. Person perception theory i s al so d i scussed as



one way to explain the reìationship between student characteristics

and ratings. The final section identifies several research questions.

lssues in TRF Research

Some TRF critics cite papers which claim a correlation betr,veen

student character¡ st i cs or course grades and TRF scores (..S. , Foì ìman,

1975; Bauseìl 6 Magoon, 1971) as evidence that TRF scores are not

'rvaì idrr measures of teaching ability. TRF proponents may cite the same

articles and draw different conclusions or reference studies which seem

to show opposite results. The purpose of this section is to demon-

strate how inconsistencies in previous research may be due to: (") the

TRF vaì idity modeì employed, (U) the TRF val idation design used,

(.) the unit of analysis employed, or (d) the TRF generaì ization

procedure fol lowed.

TRF Va I id i ty l4ode I s

Teacher rating form val idation studies are conducted to determine

what may properìy be inferred from TRF scores. Such studies provide

evidence of the usefulness of TRFs. A TRF val idity model should des-

cribe the necessary conditions for val idation research. lt may, for

example, dictate the relevant independent and dependent vêriables, unit

of analysis, and research design for val idation studies.

The first step in constructing a rnodel for TRF val idity is to decide

on the goaìs of evaluation. DecidÌng on these goals answers the ques-

tion, ¡rVJhat should the TRF measure?rr There are many dif f erent goaìs

against which a TRF may be evaluated. For example, (") Do the TRF



items el icit a representative sample of student descriptions of their

instructors? (¡) Does the TRF predict teacher effectiveness as measured

by some criterion? (.) Does the TRF predict teacher-produced di ffer-

ences in students on some criterion measure?

Selecting a goal of teacher evaluation can be a complex matter. A

researcher may make a decision based on a variety of factors including

theoreticaì, empirical, or practicaì considerations. For example, the

researcher may choose a goal based on some theory of teacher effective-

ness. Here, the goaì of evaluation might be a TRF which measures the

dimensions of effective teaching outl ined by the theory. 0r, the

researcher may wísh to develop a TRF which measures effective teaclrer

behaviours as identified by prior research. Final ìy, the researcher

may be guided by practicaì considerations such as the ease of TRF admin-

istration and scoring, faculty and student attitudes towards evaluation,

and so on.

After selecting the particular goal (s) of teacher eval uation, the

second step in constructing a TRF vaì idity model is to outì ine the

requirements of vaì idation research. These research requirements are

derived from the evaluation goaì. Since evaluation goals may differ,

it should be obvious that not al I TRF research findings are reìevant to

each goal . stating the research requi rements answers the question,

rrvJhat is evidence for TRF val idity?" consider the foì lowing exampìes

of TRF val idity models, goals, and research requirements.

For TRF researchers interested in representative student descriptions

as the only goal of teacher evaluation it must be shown that the TRF

items can el icit a representative sample of the performance domain of



interest. That is, it would be important to insure that the TRF items

el icit a representative sample of al ì dimensions of student descrip-

tions about instructors that are of interest to the researcher. Thus,

the relationship between student ratings and student learning would not

be of interest. For exampìe, Hildebrand and t^/ilson (lgZo) surveyed JJg

students for thei r descriptions of the characteristics of effective

teachers. From the student responses a 9l-item pool was generated.

Factor analyses of the responses of i0i5 students to the items about

thei r instructor yielded five dimensions, each represented by severaì

items. The Hiìdebrand and I,,/ilson TRF is val id to the extent that these

procedures resulted in a set of items which can el icit a representa-

ti ve sample of student descri pt ions about teachers. Such a va I i d i ty

model resembles the content validity model as described in the American

Psychological Association (tgl4) test standards manual.

I f, however, one were concerned wi th predicting teacher effective-

ness as measured by student ìearn ing, the relationship between ratings

and learning would be critical whi le the representat¡veness of the res-

ponses el icited by the TRF items would be unímportant. As Leventhaì

(1975) notes, nrany studies which investigated the relationship of TRF

scores to some val idity criterion employ the same core design. stu-

dents are non-randomly assigned to muìtiple sections of the same course.

Towards the end of the course, students rate their instructor on a

TRF and are measured on a validity criterion, such as a common finaì

exam. Finalìy, a singìe TRF mean and a single exam mean are computed for
each section, and a correlation coefficient is computed across sections

between the TRF means and exam means. The correlation coefficient is



then used as evidence for TRF vaìidity. This validity model resembìes

the cri terion-reìated val idity modeì (American psychological Assoc-

iation , 1974) .

A third val idity model requires that TRF scores correlate with

teacher characteristics that theoreticalìy affect a validity criterion

such as student achievement. Unl ike the previous modeì, this model may,

depending on the theory, require that TRF ratings predict variation in

the val idity criterion that is caused by teachers. Thus, finding a TRF-

learning correlation would be insuffîcient evidence for the adequacy

of the TRF unìess differences in student achievement couìd be ðttributed

to teachers. Such a modeì resembles the construct val idity model

(American Psychoìogicaì Association, 1971+) .

Other TRF val idity models are possibìe. For exampìe, a TRF reseacher

might be interested in showing that representative student descriptions

predict teacher effectiveness as measured by some criterion. 0ther TRF

researchers may be interested in showing that representative student

descriptions are not infìuenced by characteristics presumed to be un-

related to teacher effectiveness. Here, researchers are concerned with

how student opinions of teachers are formed. That is, if it can be

shown that student or teacher characteristics (e.g., age, sex, or "per-

sonal ity"), or other varîables (u.g., expected grade ín course), pre-

sumed to be unrelated to teacher effectiveness, affect the opinions that

students form about teachers, then the val idity of TRF scores may be

questioned. This may occur even if the TRF scores form a representative

sample of descriptions about effective teachers. Cri ttenden and Norr

(lgls) have described this approach as being within the convergent-



discriminant val idatíon tradition (campbeì I t Fiske, 1959). cri ttenden

and Norr suggest that when using this approach, a val id rRF shouìd

discriminate against (i.e., not correlate with), 'tbiasing factors't not

theoretical ly reìated to teaching effectiveness. Campbel ì and Fiske

emphasize the importance of discriminant val idation, suggesting that it

may be equaìly important to find a ìow correìation between a test and

certain unreìated rneasures as it is to find a high correlation between

the test and the criterion.

As already noted, sorÏle validity models do not require that TRF

scores correlate with a criterion such as student achievement for the

TRF to be val id. lf the TRF is vaì id and íf student ratings and student

achievement are uncorreìated, I.r/hitely (Note l ) correctly suggests that

rating and achievement measures may be used as independent sources of

information about teaching. unfortunateìy, the use of a TRF which is

unrelated to some aspect of student learning would probably unsettle

most col lege instructors and administrators. Nevertheless, vaì idity
npdels which do not require a ratings,/achievement relationship appear

to be used by some TRF researchers.

Leventhal (lgls) notes that the goal of most TRF researchers is

not mereìy to demonstrate that TRF scores correlate with some vaìidity

cri teri on but (due to impl i ci t theories about how effecti ve teachers

affect students) to show that TRF scores correlate with teacher-produced

differences in the criterion measure. Note that this research goal does

not requi re that TRF items el icit a representative sampìe of student

descri ptions. Here, researchers are interested in teacher-to-teacher

variation in ratings. However, an additionaì goal may be a TRF which is



unaffected by certain student characteristics. Here, researchers rnay

be interested in whether ratings predict teacher-produced achievement

and the characteristics which produce student-to-student variation in

rat i ngs.

ln this section, some of the different models of teacher evaluation

were di scussed. 0f part icular importance was the idea that not al I

goals of teacher evaìuation are the same. Since the goals are not the

same, the methods for estabìíshin9 TRF validity will differ. Thus, what

is appropriate val idi ty evidence for one modeì of teacher evaluation

may be inappropriate for another.

TRF Val idation Designs

The different vaì idity models have generated a variety of vaì ida-

tion designs. The fol lowing section describes weak and strong val ida-

tion designs for three val idity models. The evaluation goals underìying

these val idity modeìs include: (a) a TRF which predicts teacher-pro-

duced achievement, (b) a TRF which el icits representative samples of
student descriptions of their instructors, and (c) a TRF which el icits
student opinions that have been affected by only certain teacher char-

acteri stics and not student or si tuational characteristics.

As already noted, the TRF/achievenrent correlation based on course

section means (where students are not randomly assigned to sections) is

typically used as evidence of TRF vaì idity. l{hile such a design may

provide sat i sfactory evidence of TRF vaì idi ty for some researchers,

Leventhal (lglS) suggests that tradi tional TRF val idat ion methodology

is inappropriate for researchers interested in a TRF which predicts var-

iation in the vaì idity criterion caused by teachers. This is because the
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outcome of conventional correlational studies fai ls to support uniquely

the notion that the TRF correlates with teacher-produced achievement.

As is the case with most correlational evidence, rival interpretations
are possible which either reverse the direction of the causal connection

between teacher and achievement or al low for thi rd variable explanations.

Rival interpretations become less tenabìe if administrative assign-
ment of students to sect ions produces student equi valence from sect ion

to section. Leventhar, Abrami, perry, and Breen (lglÐ examined the

sectíon selectíon process of students in multi-section courses at the

university of Manitoba. Student responses to a questionnai re survey

revealed signi ficant section-to-section di fferences on three classes of
variables: (t ) student demographic characteristics, (z) importance

of students¡ reasons for section se.lection, and (3) studentsrpre-
enrol lment information about instructor. The evidence fai ls to support

the use of traditional rRF rnethodology because student nonequivaìence

from section to section aìlows for rival interpretatíons of the TRF/

ach í evement correl at ion.

0ne ri val interpretati on, namely that student characterist i cs pro-
duce the correlation between TRFs and achíevement, was examined in fol-
low-up studies by Leventhar , Abrami, and perry figle, Note 2). students
from lntroductory Psychoìogy who had responded to the section selection
questionnai re completed a TRF near the end of the course. Results
indicated that: (a) students varied across sectíons in the importance

of teacher abi I ítylreputation to thei r section serection, and (b) stu-
dents who seìected a sect ion because of thei r instructorrs favorabre

teaching reputation rated thei r instructor more favorably and received



higher course grades than students not using this criterion for section

seìection. ln such a situation, a correlation between TRF scores and

achievement scores may occur across sections means without teacher

affecting achievement and be mistakenìy used as evidence of TRF validity.
According to Leventhal (1975), stronger methodoìogies than the

traditional correlational design exist for showing whether TRFs predict

teachers who pronÐte achievement. A stronger design ís an experimental

des ign that requi res random ass ignnrent of students to teachers. Support

for TRF vaìidity can then be shown by computing a single correlation

coeffi ci ent across teachers between TRF means and exami nat i on means.

Random assignment of students to sections makes it unl ikely that student

characteristics wi I I affect the correlation between TRF scores and stu-

dent achievement. \^lhen randorn assignment of students cannot be used,

repeated measurements correìationaì (panel) designs may be employed.

unl ike the conventional correlation and experimental designs, panel

designs require that TRF and achievement measures be gathered at least

twice during a course. Analysis of panel design data allow eîther the

teacher affects student achievement or the student achievement affects

teaching hypothesis to be i-ejected. ln adclition, third variable inter-
pretations can be tested us ing techniques such as partiaì correlation

analysÎs. I/hile not as strong as the randomizecl subjects design, panel

designs have greater internal val idity than conventional correlational

designs which are subject to both third variable and reverse direction

expìanations.

A second val idity modeì has as its goal TRFs whose items elicit
a representative sarnPle of student descriptions of thei r instructors.
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For this TRF validity model, the researcher must: (a) define the con-

tent universe (u.g., studentsr opinions about teachers) and (b) demon-

strate that the TRF el icits a representative sanpìe of the content

universe. ln defining the universe, the TRF researcher must defend the

appropriateness and thoroughness of the definition. For exampìe, the

researcher may wish to define thertstudent opinions" in terms of onìy

some of the opinions students have about teachers (..g., lecture organ-

ization) and not others (..g., teacher rapport). ln sampì ing from the

content universe, the TRF researcher must also defend the sampì ing tech-

n i que. For exampì e, do nonanonymous, wr i tten op i n ions about teachers

accurately reflect studentsr private opinions? ln this case, the approp-

riate val idation design would compare students who were randomìy assigned

to different opinion sampì ing techniques (".S., anonymous vs. nonanony-

mous) where teacher and situationaì effects were held constant. Any

teacher effect might be controlled by selecting students from only one

cìass or, if multiple classes (i."., teachers) are used, â stratified

random assignment of students to the opinion sampl ing techniques might

be used where an equaì number of students from each class are randomly

assigned to each experimental group (i..., a teacher by anonymity fac-

torial ).

A third validity model is concerned with hov,r student opinions are

formed. For this model, characteristics presumed to be related to

teacher effectiveness (probably only certain teacher characteristics)

must be shown to affect TRF scores. 0ther characteri stics (probably

many student characteristics, sítuational characteristics, and some

teacher characteri st ics) , not related to teacher effectiveness, must be
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shown not to affect TRF scores. To investigate whether teacher character-

istics affect TRF scores, student and situational characteristîcs must

be equivaìent across teacher conditions. This may be accompl ished by

randomly assigning students to teacher conditions (i."., classes) and

holding situational characteristics constant. To investigate student

effects on TRF scores, situational and teacher effects can be controlled

by either empìoying a single class (consisting of students from all levels

of the student characteristic) or, if muìtiple classes are used, employ-

ing a stratified random assignment of students to classes and hoìding

situational effects constant (i.e., a teacher by student factorial).

This later design assumes that a heterogeneous class (made up of

students with different levels of the student characteristic will yield

simiìar results to homogeneous cìasses (made up of students with the same

level of the student characteristic). lf situational effects and teacher

effects are constant across classes (".S., the instructor does not mod-

ify his teachîng behaviourfrom class to class because in one class he

has bright students and in another dull students) differences between the

two designs will occur only if there are different student effects. For

example, a class of only dull students may award ìow TRF ratings because

no one appears to be learning. However, the same group cf dull students

might award high TRF ratings when placed in a class with bright students

because they no longer attribute their poor performance to the teacher.

When such outcomes are likely, the choice of homogeneous versus hetero-

geneous cìasses should depend on the situation to be generalized to.

To this point, appropriate and inappropriate val idation designs

three different TRF val idity models have been described. The design

for

of
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a vaìidation study is reìated to the model of interest. But even when

a val idation study is properly designed, the interpretation of the find-

ings can be misleading if the resuìts are not properly analyzed.

Unit of Analysis

Foìlowing the selection of a TRF validity model and appropriate yal-

idation designs, another choicepoint for TRF researchers is the correct

unit of analysis. Recently, Leventhal, Abrami, and Perry (t¡ote Z) have

addressed this issue. They attempted to show: (a) how the same data can

be analyzed in several ways depending on the unit of analysis employed,

and (n) that the interpretation of the results may marl<edly dif fer as a

funct i on of the un i t of ana I ys i s chosen .

Thei r comments were addressed particularly to researchers who study

mul t i sect ion courses to determi ne the correl at ion betleen rat i ngs and

teacher-produced achievement. However, thei r arguments concerning the

unit of anaìysis can be extended to other evaluation goals. ln the follow-

ing sections, the appropriate units of analysis are descrîbed for the

fol ìowing goals of evaìuation: (a) 
" TRF which predicts teacher-produced

achievement, (U) a TRF which correlates with achievement, (c) a TRF

which eì ici ts representative student descriptions, and (¿) a TRF which

el icits studentsr opiníons that have been affected by only certain teacher

characteristics.

For rnultisection courses, Leventhal et al. described three differ-
ent units of anaìysis used by researchers: classmeans, students within

a cìass, and pooled students. The I'classmeanrris the mean score for the

students in a section. ¡rstudents within class" are the individual scores

for the students in one section only. ln many studies where students
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w¡thin class are the units of anaìysis, analyses are computed separ-

ately for each section and the resul ts averaged. rrPooled students' are

the individual scores for the students from alì sections of a multi-
section course.

For researchers interested in knowing whether TRFs predict teacher-
produced achievement, Leventhaì et al. suggest that the classmean is the

appropriate unit of analysis. l,Jhen students are randomly assigned and

situational factors are heìd constant, variation in achievement and rat-
ing classmeans is attributable to teacher effects and random variation.
Other units of anaìysis, such as students within a class or students
pooled from al I classes are inappropriate. Using students wi thin a class

as the units of analysis may resuìt in variation in ratings and achieve-

ment which are attributable to student differences, not teacher differ-
ences' since the effect of the teacher is held constênt. Simi larly, the

use of students pooled across classes as the units of analysis may resuìt
achievement variation which is attributable to both students and teachers.

Seldom in TRF val idation research are students randomly assigned

to cìasses. unfortunately, when students are not randomly assigned to
classes ' variation in achievement and rating classmeans is no ìonger

attributable solely to teachers and random variation. Class-to-class
differences in students may aìso contribute to achievement and rating
variation. ln such instances, some TRF researchers have attempted to
remove the effect of class-to-class differences in student abil ity from

the achievement classmeans by using abi ì ity pretest scores to residuaì ize
achievement scores. Even if the abir ity pretest is vaì id, and student

ability is the only factor on which sections differ--a tenuous assump-

tion-- a probìem may arise if the student effect, as measured by the

tn
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abi I ity pretest, on achievement cìassmeans is correlated with the teacher

effect on achievement cìassmeans. Using abil ity pretest classmeans to

residuaì ize achievement classmeans not onìy will remove the effect of

class-to-class differences in student ability, but aìso may remove any

teacher effects on achievement which happen to covary with student ability

since there is no way in this design to determine the true effect of

teachers on achievement cìassmeans, one can onìy say that the true cor-

relation of TRF scores wi th teacher-produced achievement scores I ies

somewhere within the range of the TRF cìassmean-residual ized achievement

classmean correlation (i.u., the rrsemi-partialrr or tpart correlation',)

and the TRF classmean-unresidual ized achievement classmean correìation. l

For researchers interested in whether TRF scores correlate with

achievement, either cìassmeans, students within class, or students

pooìed across classes are acceptable as the unît of anaìysis. Since it
is not important to determine what produced the achievement scores that

I'0ther TRF researchers, interested in how student opinions are
formed as wel I as predícting teacher-produced achievement, may want to
use the abiìity pretest to residualize TRF scores as well as achieve-
ment scores. L/hen both TRF scores and achievement scores are controìled
for student abi I i ty, the correlation of TRF scores and achievement
scores is referred to as the I'partial correlation.rr For these researchers
it may be desirabìe to remove any possible source of TRF variation due
to student abi I ity so that variation in TRF classmeans can be attribut-
able to teacher effects only. For exampìe, imagine that in a nonrandom-
ized design, class-to-class differences in student abi I ity were entirely
responsibìe for variation in TRF classmeans, and that variation in
achievement classmeans was attributabìe to teachers onìy. Here, TRF
scores may predict teacher-produced achievement, not because student
ratings were affected by teacher performance, but because class-to-class
differences in ratings due to students happened to correìate with class-
to-cìass differences in achievement due to teachers. Unfortunately, the
partial correlation suffers interpretive ambiguities more complex than
the semi-partial correìation. That is, not onìy wi ì I the partial cor-
reìation remove any teacher effects on achievement classmeans which covary
with abiì ity classmeans, teacher effects on TRF classmeans which covary
with ability classmeans will also be removed.
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correlated with the TRF, any unit of analysis may be employed. 0f

course, even in the same study, computing these three correlations can

yield di fferent correlation coeff icients.

For researchers interested in whether TRF scores el icit represent-

ative student descriptions of thei r i nstructors, the appropriate uni t

of analysis is typically the mean of student scores within each student

opinion condition (i.e., the subclass or cell mean). For example, a

researcher might be interested in the effect of anonymity on TRF scores

in a particular class. Here, one compares the subclass mean of scores

on anonymousìy compìeted TRFs to the subclass mean of scores on non-

anonymously completed TRFs, taking into account within subcìass variance.

This is statisticaì ly computed with Studentrs t-test between means.

The subcìass mean or classmean is typical ly the appropriate unit

of analysis for researchers interested in how student opinions are

formed. When it is important to determine the effects of student char-

acteristics on TRF scores and if heterogeneous classes are empìoyed,

the subclass mean is the appropriate unit of analysis. However, for

researchers interested in the effect of teacher, situational, or stu-

dent characteristics using homogeneous classes, the classmean is the

appropriate uni t of analysis.

As a general procedure for choosing the appropriate unit of anaìysis

one shouìd ask several questions: (a) what is the reìationship of

interest? (i.e., what are the relevant independent and dependent var-

iables and how should they be ref lected?) (b) \r/hat are the sources of

variabi ì ity in the dependent measure(s)? (c) Which of these sources are

of interest, which are to be controlled? For exampìe, suppose that the
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effect of student sex on TRF scores was of interest. Here, a student

variable, which is unrelated to teaching effectiveness, is examined for

its effect on the formation of student op¡nions about their teacher.

Sources of rating variabi ì ity might include student sex and other student

characteristics and, if there is nrore than one cìass, teacher and situ-

ational characteristics. Since we are interested only in the effect of

student sex on ratings, we would choose a unit of analysis where differ-
ences in ratings could be attributed to student sex and ranclom variation.

TRF Generalizabilityl

The generalizability of student ratings is of concern to some TRF

researchers. The purpose of the fol lowing discussion is to show how

certain studies may or may not provide evidence of general izabi ì ity for

the fol ìowing evaluating goals: (u) a TRF which predicts teacher-pro-

duced achievement, (n) a TRF which el icits representative student des-

criptions, and (.) 
" TRF which el icits student opinions that have been

affected by only certain teacher characteristics.

t^/hat is TRF generalizability? Studies of TRF generalizability are

concerned with determining the conditions under which student ratings

are valid. For example, wil I the TRF be equalìy useful for chemistry

courses as psychology courses? Generaì izabi lity is never directly mea-

sured but inferred from the research evídence; it is judged as satis-

factory or otherwise. Studies may evaluate generaìizabiìíty across

three sets of variables: student characteristics, teacher characteris-

tics, and si tuational characteristics. Researchers have attempted to

lPur,s of this section are based on a paper by Abrami, Leventhal,
and Perry (¡lote 3).
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determine i f TRF scores are infìuenced by characteristics of student

raters because student characteristics such as age, sex, and abi ì ity
vary wi thin and between classes. Since teacher and si tuational charac-
terístics vary between crasses, it is arso important to study TRF gen_

eral izabi I ity across these sets of factors.

Typical ìy, TRF general izabi I ity studies merely examine the rela-
tionship between TRF scores and student, teacher, or situational char-
acteristics. For exarnple, Doyle and l/hitely (lglt+) report data ro sug_

gest that student ratings are predorninantly unrelated to student char-
acteristícs. unfortunately, such findings may or may not be evidence

of generalizability depending, among other things, on the model of rRF

val idity empìoyed.

For resea rchers i nterested i n whether rat i ngs pred i ct teacher_pro_

duced differences in the criterion measure, a sui table general izabi I ity
study would investigate the relationship between student characteristics
and the correlation (or sorne other measure of association) between TRF

scores and teacher-produced student achi evement (or some other cri terion) .

Here, a properly designed generaìizabiìíty study is a validity study
repeated for each level of the student characteristic to which one wants

to general ize. Given a properìy designed study, judgments of TRF generar-
izabiìity depend further on the researcherrs criteria for generalizabi lity.
For example, McKeachie (ruote 4) has suggested that a TRF is generaìízable
as long as the ratings,/achievement correlations are posit¡ve across the
levels of the student characteristic. 0ther researchers might claim TRF

general ízabi ì ity only if the correlations are positive and not substan-
tial ly different across the levels of the student charêcteristic.
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consider the simulated data presented in Table l. cases I and 2

represent data comparabìe to Doyìe and whitely's (lgl4). That is, the

student characteristic does not correlate w¡th TRF scores. But the TRF

would probably be judged as generalizable in case 1 only. ln case l,
the correlations, computed for each level of the student characteristic,

between mean TRF scores and mean achievement scores are not different.

ln Case 2, the student clraracteristic affects student achievenlent in such

a way that the correlations between TRF scores and achievement vary sub-

stantíally. This resuìt is not unl ikeìy with such student characteris-

tics as intel lectual abi I ity or motivation to ìearn. For example, cìasses

of bright students may perform well with ì ittle regarcl to the efforts

of their instructor but the cìasses may also award different TRF scores

depending on certain instructor characteristics. Alternately, classes

of dull students may perform poorly with I ittìe regard to the efforts

of their instructors, yet give out very different teacher ratings.

Doyle and l^/hitely concìuded that TRF scores are unaf fected by stu-

dent characteristics and are therefore general izable. The simulated

data for Cases I and 2 suggest that this inference may be incorrect ¡f
the ratings/criterion correlation varies due to student characteristics.

Doty (lg6l) demonstrated that various student characteristics correlate

with student achievement. Hence, the relationship between TRF scores

and acIievement scores may vary due to student characteristics.

Cases 3 and 4 represent simulated data for a student characteristic

that does correl ate wi th TRF scores. Nevertheì ess, the TRF i s gener-

al izable in Case J because the correìations between student ratings and

achievement scores are unaffected by different levels of the student
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TABLE 1

Simuìated TRF General izabi ì ity Dataa

STUDENT CHARACTER¡STI C DOE

MEAN TRF I MEAN

scoRES I ncHtEVEMENT
I sconrs

A
B

c
D

E

MED

Ir.0 I 1.0
2.0 I 2.0
3.0 I 3.0
4.0 I tr.o
5.0 I ç.0

I

B

c
D

E

LO

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

NOT AFFECT TRF

A

B

L

D

E

CORRELATI ON

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

STUDENT CHARACTER I ST I C AFFECTS TRF

r = 1.0

MEAN TRF
S CORE S

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

CASE 1. TRF IS G

r = 1.0

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

MEAN

ACH I EVEMENT
S CORE S

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.\
3.5

1.1
1.2
1.3
t.4
1.5

ENERAL I ZABLE

1.0

CORRELATION

5.1
trt

5.3
5.\
5.5

CAS E

3.1
3.2
2)). )
3.4
3.5

r = 1.0

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

r = I.0

3. TRF IS GE ERAL I ZABLE

t.0

LO
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LEVEL OF

STUDENT
CHARACTERISTIC TEACHER

HI

STUDENT CHARACTERISTIC DOES NOT AFFECT TRF

HEAN TRF
SCORES

A
Du

C

D

E

MED

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

A

B

a

D

E

MEAN

ACH I EVEMENT

SCORES

LO

"T"bl. 1 shows mean TRF and mean achievement scores for students who are high, nredium, and low on a studentcharacteristic and vrho are assigned to different teachers. Scores in the table appìy for either of two
kinds of student assignment: (1) heterogeneous classes where each teacher (n tnrough E) receives high,
medium, and low students, or (Z) homogeneous classes where each teacher receives high students, then teachesanother cìass of medium students, then another of ìow students. The choice of homogeneous versus hetero-
geneous cìasses for investigating TRF generaìizability may depend upon the specific field situation ofinterest.

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

A

B

c
D

E

¡. t

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

CORRELATI ON

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

3.5
3.4
3.3
3.2
3.1

STUDENT CHARACTER I ST I C AFFECTS TRF

r = 1.0

MEAN TRF
S CORE S

5.3
5.4
5.1
5.2
5.5

CASE 2. TRF IS NOT GENERALIZABLE

r = -1.0

fr2

f.i
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

MEAN

ACII I EVEMENT

SCORES

3.5
3.\
3.3
3.2
3.1

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

CORRELAT I ON

5.3
5.4
5.1
5.2
ctr

CAS E

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

4. TRF IS NoT

1.0

-1.0

GENERALIZABLE

?

FJ
O
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characteristíc. For example, academic

correlate with TRF scores (Gage, 1961).

a TRF to be general izable since academi

correlate wi th student achievement.

level of students was found to

Nevertheless, one might suspect

c level of stucients slrouìd also

When TRF scores are generaì izable but student characteristics affect

the scores (Case 3), the ratings can be made comparable from teacher to

teacher by'rcorrectingrrthem for the student characteristics. lt wouìd

be misleading to compare the ratings of two professors whose classes were

different with regard to important student characteristics without adjust-

ing the ratings. Once the validity of a TRF has been established for

each level of a student characteristic, TRF scores can be corrected for

student characteristics in much the same way as lQ scores on intelli-
gence tesLs are corrected for age of testee.

The preced i ng d i scuss ion has i I ì ust rated how to determi ne whether

a TRF which is designed to measure teacher-produced student achievement

is generaì izable across students. ln addition to student characteris-

tics, concern is often expressed that student evaìuations should not be

infìuenced by the personal ity characteristics of the instructor. This

issue is, in part' a definitional one concerning the excìusion of per-

sonal i ty characteristics from the construct t'effective instruction.',

Researchers who argue that an instructor's personal i ty should not affect
the ratings helshe receives imply that personality styìe is not a dimen-

s i on of good teach i ng. cons i der the TRFs based on factor ana I yt i c

studies (..g., lsaacson, McKeachie, l'iilholìand, Lin, Hofeìler, Baerwaìdt,

and Zinn, 1964) which do include personal¡ty dimensions (or their behav-

ioural correlates) such as trrapport' or .interaction.rr Here, the
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implicit assumption is made that teacher personalíty may be an ímpor-

tant part of effecti ve instruction.

studies which attempt to show a relationship between teacher per-
sonal ity and student ratings typical ly do not include a student achieve-
ment measure (".g-, sherman 6 B,lackburn , 1975). Hence, sucrr studies

fai I to provide evidence of whether TRFs predict teacher-produced stu-
dent achievement- To demonstrate that a TRF does not generalize, it must

be shown that either: (l) differences in teacher personality cause stu-
dent ratings to vary and these differences are unrelated to student

achievement, or (z) differences in teacher personal ity cause student

achievement to vary and these differences are unrelated to student rat-
ings' ln other words, teacher personal ity must affect the reìationship
between TRFs and achievement for TRF general izabi I i ty to be affected.

ln addition, researchers may arso be interested in TRF generar iz-
ability across situational variables (".g., class time, class size, or
different universities). The design and anarysis of such studies is
simi lar to that presented for general izing across student and teacher
characteristics' Evidence of whether TRFs predict teacher-produced stu-
dent situationa.| factors is gained by examining the effects of setting
variabìes on the ratings/criterion correlation.

ln conclusion, for TRF researchers interested in the relationship
of TRF scores to teacher-produced student achievement, appropriate gen-

eralizability studies should include both a TRF and an achievement mea-

sure' since in the past, these researchers have faired to study the
general izabi I i ty of the rat ings/cri terion correration, the gener ariz-
ability of TRFs is still ên open question.
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But researchers may have other evaìuation goals and, therefore,

may require different procedures for determining the generalizabiìity

of student ratings. For researchers whose goal is a TRF whîch el icits
representative student descriptions, a criterion measure is not employed

so a rat¡ngs/criterion correlation is never computed. For these re-

searchers showing that the representativeness of the responses el icited

by TRF scores is unaffected by the characteristics one wants to gen-

eralize across, is sufficient evidence of TRF generalizabiìity. For

example, a TRF which is generalizable across student sex rnust elicit
equally representative responses from male and female students. lf the

TRF elicits a fair sample of male student descriptions but not female

descriptions, it would not be general izable across student sex. This

might occur when male opinions of effective instruction differ frorn

femaìe opinions.

For researchers interested in showing that student descriptions are

not influenced by characteristics presumed to be unrelated to teacher

effect i veness, f i nd i ng that TRF scores are unaffected by the character-

istics one wants to general ize across is sufficient evidence of TRF

generalizability. For example, Doyìe and l,Jhitely's (lglt+) research pro_

vides good evidence that student descriptions of effective teaching are

not affected by certa i n student charêcteri st ics.

ln the first part of the lntroduction, four issues of TRF research

were discussed: (u) TRF val idity models, (u) TRF val idation designs,

(.) unit of anaìysis, and (d) TRF generalizability. First, it was noted

that not al I goals of teacher evaruation are the same and, therefore,

the methods for estabì ishing TRF vaì idity may differ. Whar is appropriate
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ev¡dence for one goal of teacher evaluation may be inappropriate for

another goaì. Second, it was suggested that the design of a validation

study is related to the validity model of interest. Examples of strong

and weak designs for severaì different models were gîven. Third, the

correct units of analysis for a variety of teacher evalution goals were

presented. The different units of analysis incìude pooìed students,

students within class, and classmeans. Final ly, appropriate procedures

for exploring the general izabi I ity of student ratings were discussed for

d i fferent eval uat ion goaì s.

The major thrust of the prior sections was to outl ine some of the

theoret icaì and methodological choicepoints of TRF researchers and to

show how their decisions might substantial ly affect the resuìts and inter-
pretation of TRF research in general. Hopefuìly, this discussion wiìl
serve as an aid to understanding some of the apparent inconsistencies

in the resuì ts and interpretations of prior research on student evalu-

ation of instruction. ln the second part of the lntroduction, an attempt

will be made to demonstrate how these issues relate to the research on

student personal ity characteristics and teacher evaìuations.

Student Personal i ty Characteri stics

For this paper student personal ity characteristics refer to ,tthe

personal ity traits, interests, preferences, opinions, attitudes, and

values of studentsrr (Feìdnran, 1977, p. 242). Excluded from this review

are stud ies which deaì wi th student dernographic characteristics (..g.,
age or sex), student abi I ities, motivations, grade expectations, and

certain student initiaì impressions (".g., good-bad teacher), or pre-
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course impressions about a particular course or instructor. The

interested reader should consult Feldmants (lgll) excellent review of

these latter studies. Studies which investigated only characteristics

that are measured following the commencement of a course and which are

likely to have been affected by the teacher or the course, are not con-

sidered. For example, a study by Granzin and Painter (lgll) which

investigated: (a) student atti tudes toward a course at the end of the

semester, and (b) change in attitude toward a course from the beginning

to the end of the semester, would be excluded from consideration. Also,

only studies which employed some form of student evaluatîon as an out-

come measure wiìl be considered. Hall's (lgZO) use of a perceived learn-

ing instrument (wíth such items as "How satisfied do you feel about this

course?") would satisfy this criterion, whereas Painter and Granzin's

(lglZ) use of grade expectations (which may not measure a studentrs

impression of the instructor at al l) wouìd not. Final ly, parts of

studies i rrelevant to the effects of student characteristics on rating

validity wilì be excluded.

TRF researchers do not agree on the extent to which student char-

acteristics affect TRF vaì idity. Elsewhere, an attempt was made to

del ineate general issues in TRF val idation research which may contribute

to thi s inconsistency. That these issues are relevant to student clrar-

acteristics is exempl ified in Feldmanrs (1977) review. V/ith regard to

the question of which student characteristics shouìd be considered bias-

i ng el ements i n rat i ngs , Feì dman states:

The matter is more complex really, being contingent on whether rat-
ings are objective, or subjective, or a mixture of both. lf, on the
one hand, ratings are meant or claímed to be objective, then ideally
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none of the attributes of the students nor any òf th"ir class exper-
iences shouìd be related to ratings. Any that do are biasing results.
clearly studentsrantÌcipated grades in the course, interest and
motivation brought to the course, certain predispositions, and the
I ike, should not be related to objective ratings of the teacher or
course. Neither, for that matter, should motivation, interest, and
learning induced by the teacher. Even if some students were more
inspired by the teacher and learned more from him or her (or thought
they did), these experiences should not affect neutral descriptions
and assessments of the teacher's degree of preparat ion and organ i za-
tion of the course, knowledge of the subject matter, or any of the
specific areas in which students are asked to rate their teachers.
lndeed, it is arguabìy the case that these class experiences also
shouìd not be related to overal I ratings of the general "effective-
ness" of the teacher, if these global ratíngs are meant to be
object i ve assessments.

lf, on the other hand, ratings are the subjective assessment
of the teacher--either theoretical ly or in practice--then teacher-
inspired motivation and teacher-induced ìearning wouìd be expected
to be associated with studentsr evaluation of the teacher's overal II'effectiveness" as well as some of the more specific areas of the
teacher's performance. considered more general ìy, other of the stu-
dentrs characteristics and experîences might aìso be expected to
correlate with the student's evaluation of the teacher, given the
general theory and research on the personal factors that affect
individualsr perceptions and evaìuation of the qual ities and behaviors
of ot he rs (lgll, pp . 252-2fi) .

Feldman's (1977) conrments about the objectivity-subjectivity of

ratings relate to a prior discussion concerning TRF val idity models.

There, it was pointed out that researchers interested in the effect of

student characteristics on ratings may be concerned with the val idity

of the student opinion construct. These researchers want to know how

student opinions are formed--whether, for exampìe, certain student char-

acteristics affect studentsr judgments of instructor effectiveness.

There may be other researchers, however, interested in the correìation

of ratings with teacher-produced achievement, who might not be interested

in how student opinions are fornred or urhether ratings are "objective"

or "subjective.¡r For these researchers, a TRF must correlate with teacher-

produced achievement to be valid. Thus, if student characteristics do
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not affect the ratings/achievement

acteristics affect ratings alone is

"TRF General izabi I i ty") .

relationshi'p, whether student char-

of less concern (see section entitìed

Rather than address both types of TRF evaluation goaìs, Feìdmanrs

review is directed at researchers primariìy interested in the vaì idity
of the student opinion construct. This is clear from examining his com-

ments on the unÌt of analysis problem:

Moreover, since interest I ies in the correlates of the variabiì ity
among individual students in the same classes, onìy studies in
which the individuaì student is the unit of anaìysis are included
and not studies in which the class or course itself is the excìu-
sive unit of analysis. This procedure is important, for the two
types of studies essentiaìly ask and answer different questions
(cf. Menzel , 1950). I t is general ly hazardous to draw inferences
about the di rection and strength of relationships at the group
level of analysis (i.e., 'recological analysis") f rom the direction
and strength of relationships at the individual leveì of anaìysis
(¡.e., rrindividual analysis"). (fel¿man , 1977, p. 235)

ln addition, Feldman contrasts his remarl<s about the objectivity-subJec-

tivity of ratings when the individuaì student is the unit of analysis to

studies empìoying classmeans as the unit of analysis: "The argument is

different at the group level of anaìysis. Given certain controìs, poS-

itive associations between average teacher or course ratÌngs and the

average indicators of student achievement in the content of the course

are generaì ly expected (and usual ly found).,' (1917, p. 260)

Feldmanrs (lgll) remarks on the relationship of student character-

istics to TRF ratings are based on three kinds of studies: (") those

which include one or two student characteristics, (U) those which incìude

a variety of student characteristics, and (.) those which investigate

the match between students and teacher. For the first two kinds of stu-

dies, Feldman concluded that: "studies of one or two of these sorts of
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personal ity and related characteristics lrave not found them to be related

to rat i ngs of courses and teachers By contrast stud i es that have

used a number of dimensions and indicators of the personal ity, attitudes,

or values of students (and usual ly a number of different rating items

or scales) have found certain associations between the characteristics

and ratings" (1977, p. 242, p. 2icj). He went on to suggest, however,

that for some of these studies the number of significant results might

be expected by chance alone.

ln striking contrast to these remarks by Feìdman are the concìusions

of Folìman (lglS) who also reviewed the ìiterature on t'the specific

effects of student ratersr personaì ity characteristics on their ratings

of faculty teaching effectiveness.r¡ (p. 156)

The weight of the empirical evidence indicating a reìationship
between ratersr personal ity characteristics and their ratings of
teachersr effectiveness is overwheìming. The evidence shows that
different raters have different personal ity characteristics,
that rater personal ity characteristics influence substantiaì ìy
their ratings of instructorsrteaching effectiveness, and that
raters' personaì ity characteri stics infìuence teacher ratings
differential ly. The best guess regarding a maximum correlation
between a univariate personal ity variable and a teacher rating
is about 0.25. The best estimate regarding a characteristic
correlation between a multivariate set of personal ity variables
and a teacher rating is a muìtiple correlation of about 0.45.
(p. 1É¡)

These contrast¡ng remarks underscore

those studies whích investigated the reìat

many student characteristics.2

A second area of interest is the stud i es wh i ch prov i de ev i dence of

the need to ca refu ì ì y exam i ne

ionship of ratings to a few or

?-Part of thi
reviewers do not
of the d¡fficulty
present review wi

s d i screpancy
c i te the same
of obtaining

I I cover only

may be explained by
stud i es, wh i ch may
unpubì i shed papers.
publ ished material.

the fact that the two
in turn be a function

Consequently, the
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the effect of student ciraracteristics on the ratings/achievement rela-

t ionsh i p. El sewhere, i t was noted that many TRF researchers are i nte-

rested i n whether rat i ngs pred i ct teacher-produced ach i evement. These

researchers shouìd be interested in those student characteristics which

affect the ratings/achievement reìationship.

The present review wi ll be organized into three parts. ln the first

part, individual studies wi ì I be organized into three categories:

(a) studies which incìuded only one or two student characteristics,

(¡) studies which included a variety of student characteristics, and

(.) studies which investigated the student-teacher match. \,/ithin each

category, studîes will be further subdivided into those that incìude a

TRF onìy and those which empìoy both ratings and achievement. ln one

important way, the classificatîons are arbitrary: aì I the studies deal

wi th the effect of student character i st i cs on TRF va ì i d i ty. Research

on the student-teacher match is treated separately because of the seem-

ingìy different orientation toward the problem presented in these studies.

The remaining studies are divided on the basis of the number of student

characteristics studied, rather than the type of characteristic studied.

ln the second part, the results and implications of alì the studies for

TRF validity wiìl be sumnrarized. Finaìly, person perceptìon theory wil ì

be employed as a possible explanation of why student characteristics

might affect TRF val idity. ln addition, there will be a brief discus-

sion of student characteristic effects on achievement.

One or Two Student Characteristics

Feìdman (1977) observed that

erally found ratings to be related

s tud i es i n th i s ca tegory have not gen-

to student characteristics. This
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category of research is further d

employ a TRF only, and those încl

measure.

d here i nto those stud i es that

both a rat i ngs and ach i evement

Ratings onìy. Maney (1959) examined the relationship between stu-

dent authoritarianism, measured by the Cal ifornia F scale, and student

ratings, measured by summing student responses to a TRF. Students were

selected from the classes of eight instructors so that each instructor

was rated by four high, medium, and low authoritarian students. The cor-

relation between student authoritarianism and ratings was nonsignifi-

cant (r = .00), as was the student authoritarianismTratings correlation

controlì ing for teacher authoritarianism (r = .02). Maney (1959) con-

cluded that: "degree of authoritarianism of the student is not signifi-
cantly associated with favorabìeness of evaluation.'r (p. 231). lt is

ì ikely that these correlations were based on students pooled from alì

eight cìasses. Therefore, variability in ratings could reflect student,

teacher, and situationaì effects, changing the I ikel ihood of finding

a s ignif icant correìation.

Freeh i I I (1967) stud i ed the rated coì ì ege exper i ence of 52 students

who were either high or low authoritarian, as measured by a modified

version of the cal ifornia F scale. Among other findings, Freehil ì

reported that high authoritarians were more critical of instruction

than low authoritarians. Freehi I I concluded that "the use of student

ratings to compare college teaclrers is short of respectable science[

(1967, p.l9). This conclusion is unwarranted if one considers that:

(a) students did not rate specific instructors but col lege teachers in

genera I , and (b) teacher d i fferences, not student d i fferences, might

ivide

uding
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explain the findings (".g., Iow authoritarian students may have coì-

lected in the cìasses of better instructors).

White and Wash (1g66) examined the relationship between student

need for social approvaì and TRF scores. ln each of the eight classes

students were divided into two groups on the basis of their scores on the

Marìowe-Crowne sociaì des i rabi I i ty scaìe. Separate factor analyses were

performed on the TRF data (Veldman and Peck's Pupil 0bservation Survey)

for each grouP. Following th¡s, the 10 factor scores for the low need

group were correlated with the l2 factor scores for the high need group.

Fifty of 120 correlations were signif icant at the .05 level. I^/hite and

Ì"/ash concìuded that sociaì desirabiìity contributes to the variance ín

student ratings because the factor structure of the two neecJ groups,

ilmarkedly di ffered.r' Yet they acknowledged that the significant correla-

tions indicated that "there appeared to be much communality between the

factor structures" (1966, p. 717). Thus, it is not clear fronr this study

the extent to which need for social approval affects student ratings.

Kovacs and Kapel (1976) 
"*plored the relationship between student

need for achievement (as measured by the Hehrabian Achievement scale)

locus of control (as measured by the Rotter¡s lE scaìe), and TRF scores

(as measured by Kapelrs lnstructor Evaluation Form and a semantic dif-
ferential scale). Students (n = 286) from the classes of l6 instructors

completed the personality measures and the TRFs during a regular class

meeting. Pearson product-monent correìations were computed between the

student characteristics and student ratings using pooìed students as the

unit of anaìysis. Significant correlations (p. .0!) were found between

the student characteristics and both the semantic di fferential rating
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scales and student global ratíngs on Kapel's form (but not specific

factors from this form). Unfortunateìy, since pooled students were the

units of analysis rather than students within classes, it is difficult

to determine from this study the true relationship between student char-

acteristics and variabi I ity in ratings produced by students. ln this

study, variabi I ity in ratings might be caused by student, teacher, and

situational effects. Thus, it is possibìe that a significant correlation

might exist between student characteristics and ratings caused by teachers,

and this evidence might mistakenly be used as evidence of TRF invalidity.

0n the other hand, the lack of significant reìationship between student

characteristics and TRF scores may be due to the additional rating var-

iabi I ity caused by teacher and situational effects which is unrelated

to student characteristics.

Ratings and achievement. Domino (rgll) studied the academic per-

formance and teacher ratings of students who had di fferent achievenrent

orientations (as measured by subscales of the California Psyclrologicaì

lnventory). Students who were high in achievement-via-conformance (AC)

were assigned to one of two cìasses taught by the same instructor in

ei ther a [conforming" manner or "independentrr manner. Students who were

high in achievement-via-independence (Rl ) were assigned to two other

classes taught by the same instructor which also differed in presenta-

tion styìe. There were, therefore, four classes of homogeneous students

with regard to êchievement orientation. The design of the study was an

achievement orientatíon (nt, Rc) uy lecture style (conforming, indepen-

dent) factorial. Student satisfaction was measured by trvo items designed

to evaìuate the course and the instructor. Student achíevement was
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measured by: (a) a multiple choice finaì exam, (b) essay questions

rated for factuaì knowìedge, and (.) essay questions rated for original

thinking. Separate analyses on each dependent measure revealed a faí r

amount of consistency--there were significant style by achievement ori-
entation interaction effects on both student rating measures and two of

three achievement measures. lf one is wiìling to assume that the teacher

did not alter his teaching style within each style condition because of

class-to-class differences in students (perhaps a tenuous assumption),

the data suggest that: (a) student opinions about teachers may vary due

to achievement orientation, and (o) achievement orientation appears

not to affect the relationship between ratings and teacher-produced

achievement.

The effect of student abstract-concrete personal ity on ratings and

achievement under dÎfferent methods of instruction was Ìnvestigated by

Tuckman and 0refi ce (1973) . student personal i ty structure was deter-

mined from scores on the lnterpersonal Topicaì lnventory - Scale lV. For

each personaì ity subgroup, 14 students were randomìy assigned to one of

four classes differing in method of instruction. Student ratings were

based on a four item TRF, while the achievement measure covered content

common to each instructional method. Resuìts of the personaì ity by

ìecture method analysis of variance of ratings reveaìed a significant

interaction. A simi lar analysis of achievement data showed no significant
effects. The resul ts of th ¡ s study suggest that student concreteness-

abstractness affects the rat ings of an instructor, and may affect the

rel at ionsh i p between rat i ngs and teacher-produced ach ievement.

The relationships between student objectivity-subjectivity (u,
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measured by the Blass scale), ratings and achievement \^/ere explored by

Blass (lglt+). Within a singìe class midterm test scores were not sig-

nificantly different for objective versus subjective students, nor were

there any significant differences between the groups on the 1l TRF items.

Thus, this study fai ls to provide evidence that objectivity-subjectivity

affects ratings or the ratings-achievement reìationship.

Tobias and Hanìon (tglS) studied the reìationship between studentsl

needs for social approval (as measured by a short form of the Marlowe-

Crowne scale) and ratings, and the studentrs desire to enrol I in future

courses taught by their instructor (which can be considered a criterion

of teacher effectiveness). Data were collected from a iotaì of 158 stu-

dents enrol ìed in seven classes and correlations computed between social

desirability scores, ê six factor McKeachie TRF, and the teacher effec-

tiveness criterion, using pooled students as the units of analysis. No

significant correlations were found between the social desirabil ity

scores and the TRF factor scores, or the criterion. Contrary to White

and \.lash (1966) , the authors concìuded that: "the results of this study

provide evidence for the val idity of the use of student ratings" (Tobias

6 Hanìon, 1975, p. 407). But for researchers interestecl in either the

effect of social desirability on student opinions or the relationship of

ratings with some teacher-produced criterion, this study fails to pro-

vide convincíng evidence. Pooled students are the incorrect units of

anaìysis for either purpose.

Page and Roy (lglS) and Page (lglA) studied the relationship berween

internal-externaì locus of controì and the correìation of TRF scores

and achievement (as measured by expected grades and actual grades,
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respectively). For students from three different sections of a class,

correìations were comPuted separately for internals and externals between

two rating items and grades. The results showed that the ratings/

grades correìations were significantly different for externals than

internals. However, this study fails to provide conr,zincing evidence for

researchers interested in the effect of locus of control on either rat-

i ngs, or the rat i ng/achi evement correl at ion. No evi dence i s presented

of the effect of locus of control on ratings aìone and the appropriate

uni t of analysis--classmeans--was not used in computing the rat¡ngs/

achievement correl ation.

Parent, Forward, canter, and Mohr ing (lgls) also studied the rela-

tionship between ìocus of control and rat¡ngs and achievement. The

design of the study was a factoriaì with two ìevels of locus of control

(internal, externaì), two leveìs of crass discipìine (nign, low), and

two levels of class preference (congruent, incongruent). Subjects were

randomly assigned to class discipl ine conditions. The same instructor

was used to teach both discipline conditions which were two hours in dur-

ation. An unspecified questionnaire assessed student satisfaction and

a 30-item quiz was used to measure achievement. They found: (a) a sig-

nificant interaction effect of locus of control and discipl ine on achieve-

ntent, but not ratings, and (¡) a significant interaction effect of class

preference and discipl ine on ratings, but notachievement. Thus, locus

of control did not seem to affect student opinions in this study aìthough

under certain condítions cìass preference did. ln addition, both class

preference and locus of controì may have affected the ratings/achievement

reìationship.
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Several Student Characteristics

ln contrast to studies of one or two characterist îcs, Feìdman (tgll)

observed that studies of several student characteristics have sometimes

found associations between characteristics and ratings. However, he

added that some of these associations may occur by chance alone. This

category of research is further divided here into studies that employ

a TRF only, and studies that include both a ratings and achievement

measure.

Ratings only. Yonge and Sassenrath (1968) studied the reìatîonship

between student personal i ty characteri stics and ratings for three in-

structors. A nine-factor TRF and a singìe overal I teaching abi I îty

item were used to measure student ratings. ln addition, students com-

pìeted the Omnibus Personal ity lnventory Fornr F which yielded l4 mea-

sures of student personal ity characteristics related to an academic

context. I^/¡thin each of the three classes, correlations were computed

between the ratings and the personal ity scores. As Feldman (lgll) notes,

only a smal l percentage of aìì possible correìations were significant
(approximately 15Ð. ln addition, it was generaìry the case that the

size and direction of the correlations varied from instructor to in-

structor. Yonge and Sassenrath suggest that rrthe type of student who

tends to rate one instructor high on a given factor may be the type of

student who tends to rate another instructor low on the 'samet dimensionrl

(t968, p.51). Thus, no evidence was found in this study of a consis-

tent relationship between ratings and student characteristics across

instructors. Rather, a student by teacher interaction was reìated to

ratings.
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Rees Ogeg) asked 65 col lege stuclents to rate I I types of col ìege

teachers (".g., Engl ish teachersr art teachers, etc.) on sets of 20

semantic differentiaì scales. For each student the 220 responses were

summed and then a factor analysis using the 65 total scores was cornputed.

Rees suggests that these factor scores: "represented ¡ i cJea I i zed i nd i -

vidualsr or ¡points of view' in the ratings of col lege teachers'r (1969,

P. 478). The scores for eight factors were correlated with a variety

of student characteristics including several personal ity measures (¡.".,
Pedersonrs Personal ity lnventory, Cal ifornia F Scale, Negative Cal ifor¡ia
F Scale, Tolerance-lntolerance of Ambiguity Scale, category \,/idth scale,

and the Social Desirabil ity Scaìe). 0nly 17 of 224 correlations were

signif icant at the .05 level. Rees conclucjed that: ,'Different students

conceptual ize teachers in a variety of different ways depending upon

the conf iguration of personality and bacl<ground factors existing for

each type of student'r (1969, p.480). But the data would seem to sug-

gest that this is an unjustified conclusion. Ratings of teachers or,

more precisely, teachers in generaì did not appear to be highìy reìated

to student characteristics in this study.

Grush and Costin (lglS) studied the reìatîonship betrveen four dímen-

sions of student personaì ity (as measured by the Gordon Personal profile

lnventory, or the Gordon Personaì lnventory) anc,l student ratings ("t

nreasured by five items from the skill factor of the McKeachie TRF).

Since the data were coìlected from a large number of students from many

classes, correlations between personaì ity scores and ratings were pre-

sented using the cìassmean as the unit of analysis. None of these cor-

relations were signif icant (p > .05) . ln additiorr, the authors
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report that the results using individual students as the unit of

analysis (probably pooled students) were very simi lar. This study

offers no positive evidence of student characteristics-ratings rela-

tionships.

Rezìer (1g65) explored the relationship between student needs and

student ratings. students fron ten classes completed the l5 factor

Edwards Personal Preference schedule, the l0 factor purdue Rating

Scale for lnstructors, and an item which measured their perception of

the instructor's feel ¡ng toward them. Regression analysis using pooìed

students as the units of analysis were computed using student ratings

as criterion variabìes. with the data analyzed separately for males

and females, nurturance positively correlated with ratings for maìes,

succorance negatively correlated with ratings for females, and exhi-

bition and heterosexuaì ity correìated positively with ratings for

nlales, but negatively for females. As was previously noted (see

comments for Kovacs t Kapel, 1976), it is <lifficult to determine from

studies using pooled students as the units of anaìysis the relation-

ship between student characteristics and ratings. ln the present

study, for example, results are presented which seem to suggest that

needs correìate with ratings but correìate differerrtly for males than

for females. First, it seems possibìe that any correlations between

needs and rat i ngs us i ng pooled students mi ght be i ncorrect because

variabiì ity in pooled ratings cannot be attributed to student fac-

tors alone. second, the differences between the correlations for

males and females might be due to teacher or situational factors since

students were not randomly assigned to cìasses (".g., females might
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be heavi ìy enrol ìed in Engl ish composition and males in finance).

Tetenbaum (lglS) also investigated the reìationship between stu-

dent needs, measured by Jacksonrs Personaì ity Research Form (pnr),

and ratings, measured by a single overaìì abil ity item. The pRF

used had previously been factor analyzed to arrive at l2 scales

which represented four need factors. Brief vignettes describing a

col lege classroom were prepared so that a hypothetical teacherrs

behaviour corresponded to one of the four needs. ln alì, 12 vig-

nettes were created so that there were three replications of each

teacher orientation. A total of 405 students compìeted the pRF and

rated each vignette on the sirrgle TRF item. Canonical correlations

were computed between the l2 PRF scales and the 12 vignettes.

Three significant canonical correìations were found. subsequent

analysis of the correlations between the pRF scales and the three

canonical variates revealed that, general ly, student neecls were re-

lated to rat ings of teacher orientations congruent wi th those neecls

and not others. Thus, a specific stuclent need was not found whîch

could account for rating variabiì ity consistently across teacher

orientations. Specific student needs predicted teacher ratings only

when they were compatible with the teacherrs orientation (¡.e., a

needs by teacher or i entat i on i nteract i on) .

Several studies have explored the relationship between student

values or attitudes and ratings. Feldhusen and starks (lgZo) studied

the reìationship between student attitudes toward courses and
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professors in general and ratings of a particular course or instruc-

tor. At the end of the semester ratings were collected for the par-

ticular instructor. The correìations between generaì ized attitudes

and specific ratings, while signif icant, were arì row (.16 to .3r+).

Feldhusen and starks concluded that the ratings of an instructor

are not determined by students' generaì atti tucjes toward courses and

instructors.

crittenden and Norr (lgll) were also interested in the rela-

tionship between student attitudes toward teaching and student rat-
ings. ln their study a 24- item TRF and three overal ì effectiveness

items were administered to 1,718 students în 52 cìasses. students

were asked to rate each item in terms of îts importance for qual ity
teaching and then to evaluate their instructor. For each item on

the TRF, students were divîded into high, medium, and low groups

accordîng to how important they judged that aspect of good teaching.

Then, correlations were computed for each group between the specific
item ratings of the instructor and the overal I effectiveness rat-
ings. An examination of these correlations suggested that correìa-

tions between specific items and overaì I evaluations were positively
related to the importance assigned to the particular characteristic.

That is, for each characteristîc the correlations were general ìy ìow-

est for the ìow importance group, and highest for the high import-

ance group. c r i ttenden and Norr suggested that when the importance

of a specific factor increases, its weight in the overall evaluation

must increase and, therefore, be more highly correlated wi th overal I
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effectiveness ratings. They conclude that:

These results also point to a serious drawback in using studentsl
overal I course or instructor evaluation ratings as a bãsis for
ranki ng instructors wi th respect to teacher qual i ty. S ince theseglobal evaluations are systematic products of the ínteraction
of student values and teacher behavior, they hardly provide an
uncontaminated account of teacher performance. (cri ttenden &Norr, 1973, p. .l50).

The causal connections that Crittenden and Norr used to arrive at this
conclusion were that: (a) overaì I evaluations are the weighted average

of speci fic evaluations, and (b) the weights of specific items are

determined by their importance to the ratee. As they note, however, the
I'lack of experimental control makes inference about the perceptual pro-

cess an untidy and difficult task." (crittenden & Norr , 1g73, p. 146).

0ther interpretations of their findings are possible. 0ne alter-
native suggests that students concerned about particular teacher char-

acteristics seek out part¡cular instructors. ln a study such as this,
where students are not randontly assigned to classes, certain students

may col lect in particular classes. Since pooled students are the units

of analysis, the student vaìues affect ratings explanation could be

supplanted by a teacher characterístics affect ratings explanation.

Here, students may seek out particuìar instructors but ass¡gn ratings

on the basis of the instructorrs performance rather than their own

vaìues. ln fact, evidence that students do seek out partîcu'l ar instruc-

tors and selectiveìy register in their courses was found by Leventhaì,

Abrami, Perry, and Breen (tglS).

l'luìl and \^Jalter (lglZ) u"plored the relationship between student

vaìues in general (measured by the Al lport, vernon, Lindzey study of

Values (nvl)) and student ratings (measured by the first ten items of
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the Purdue Raring Scale for rnstructions). Students (tt = t9z) from

one class completed both the AVL and TRF toward the end of the semester.

For each of the six dimensions of the AVL students were placed in one

of two grouPs depending on their factor scores. The data were then

analyzed for each TRF item (a total of 60 statistical tests of interest).
0nìy four tests reached significance at the.05 level. Null and walter

concìuded that most dimensions of student values do not affect student

opinions about instructors.

student academic serf-concept was studied by Hasrett (lglll. she

first administered two multi-item instruments designed to measure aca-
demic self-concept and the concept of a good teacher. Factor anaryses

revealed a five factor solution for self-concept and a five factor solu-
tion for good teacher. Regression analyses were then performed for each
good teacher factor using seìf-concept scores and student sex as the pre_
dictors. The total variance accounted for in student judgments of good

teachers by academic self-concept and sex, ranged from lZ to 101i.. Haslett
suggests that academic seìf-concept correlated significantìy with factors
used by students to evaluate good teaching. However, the amount of vari-
ance accounted for by these relationships was generar .ly 

minor.

0nìy one study (Ooty, 1967) invesr¡gated

the relationship between several student social and achievement needs,

creativity, ratîngs, and achievement under different teaching method

conditions. Achievement need was measured by a scale from the Edwards'

Personal Preference schedu.|e. social need was measured by the social -

al¡ility scale f rom the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey. Creativity
was measured by Getzel and Jaclcsonrs four tests of creativity. Stude¡t

ffiv¡tt
OF ê.'1Á,NITOBA

{lgRnnrÉs
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ratings were the sum of scores on ten items while achievement was

rneasured 6y a 75-item quiz. After completing the student characteris-

tics questionnaires, but before fill ing out the TRF and quiz, students

were exposed to one of three teaching methods (lecture-discussion,

small group discussion, or taped lecture) administered by the same in-

structor. Correlations were computed separately for males and females

among aìì the variables for each teaching method. For the three teach-

ing method conditions, there was no consistent finding of significant

within-cìass correìations between student characteristics and ratings

for either males or females" So, this study provided no evidence that

student characteristîcs consistently (i.e., across student sex and

teacher method) relate to the way student opinions about teachers are

formed. 0n the other hand, it was generaì ly found that social and

achievement need scores correlated wi th achievement. That is, students

with different needs appeared to learn different amounts. ln addition,

the sign of the correlations infrequentìy varied with student sex or

teach i ng method.

Does this study offer evidence on the reìationship between student

characteri stics and the correlation of rati ngs wi th teacher-produced

achievement? Liberal ly interpreted, the results suggest that: (a)

there is no clearcut relationship between student characteristics and

student opinions; (b) there is a relationship between student character-

istics and student achievement; and, therefore, (c) the relationship

between ratings and teacher-produced achievement may depend on the lvay

student characteristics vary from class to class. These data are sim-

ílar to case 2 in Table 1 where, for the same instructor, student
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characteristics do not affect ratings but affect achievement. How-

ever, because (") correlations between mean cìass ratings and achieve-

ment for different levels of student characteristics were not computed

and (b) the students may not have been randomìy assigned to teaching

method conditions; results of the Doty study do not provide strong evi-

dence that the raings/achievement reìationshi p varies due to student

characteristics.

The Student-Teacher Match

A variety of researchers have been interested in the rnatch, congru-

ence, or similarity of students and teachers as it reìates to student

ratings. But the concept of student-teacher similarity can be operationaì

def ined in a variety of ways. For exampìe, a sirnilarity score can be

based on: (a) the difference between a student's own personal ity score

and the instructorrs' own personal ity score (actuaì simi larity) , (b) the

difference between a studentrs own personality score and the class aver-

age rating of the instructor's personality (another actual simiìarity

score), or (c) tne difference between a student's own score and that stu-

dentrs rating of the instructor's personal ity (perceîved simi larity).

Differences in operational definitions of simi larity scores plus certain

design considerations may create interpretative problems, especiaììy when

attempting to integrate the findings of different simiìarity studies.

computed within class, the perceived similarity scores/ratings

correìation might identify a student characteristic which reìates to

ratings. That is, the manner in which students perceive themselves

and their instructor either as similar or dissimilar--rnay relate to

ratings. An alternative to correlating perceived simi larity scores and

ly
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ratings is to regress TRF scores on the two variables which consistute

a perceived simi larity score: the studentrs own score (O) and the stu-

dent¡s rati ng of the instructor's personal i ty (P). The correlation of

perceived similarity and ratings, or the regression of ratings on perceived

símiìarity, wiìl always be equal to or less than the regression of TRF

scores on 0 and P. The regressions wi ìl be equaì when either 0 or P are

constants. As Hays (lgll) notes, adding (or subtracting) a constant

value to each value of a variable does not change its variance. 0ther-

wise, the regression of ratings on perceived similarity wi ll be less than

the regression of ratings on 0 and P. Note that the regression of rat-

ings on 0 and P equals the regression of ratings on perceived simiìarity
and P (which also equals the regression of ratings on perceived similarity
and 0). Regressing ratings on 0 and P rather than perceived similarity
[nay account for rnore variance in ratings. ln addition, one variable

(0 or P) may account for most of the rating variance. Depending on the

researcherrs needs, future studies might incorporate only this variable.

ln contrest, studies of perceived similarity must measure both 0 and p.

The prior exampìe focused on the I inear reìationship between per-

ceived simi ìari ty and ratings. However, a researcher might be interested

in knowing if there was jlnf: relationship (linear and nonìinear) between

perceived simi larity and ratings. For example, imagine that 0 and p

were dichotomous variables with values 0 and l. ln this case, perceived

similarity could take on three values (1,0, -1) labeled, say, posi-

tiveìy, dissimiìar, similar, and negatively dissirni lar. A one-way anal-

ysis of variance (nruovn) couìd be computed with rat¡ngs as the depend-

ent variable and percei ved s imi Iari ty as the independent variable. The
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F-test for perceived simiìarity would have two numerator degrees of free-

dom (dfs). Alternately, one couìd compute a two-way AN0vA r,vhich tests

0, P, and 0 x P. These are all tests with one numerator df so only lin-
ear relationships are tested. However, the ratings variance accounted

for by perceived simiìarity is either equal to that accounted for by 0

and P, or 0 and 0 x P, or P and 0 x P, or a subset of that accounted for
by 0, P, and 0 x P. ln other words, the variance in ratings accounted

for by perceived s irnilarity in a one-way ANOvA wil I aìways be equal to

or less than the totaì variance explained in an 0 x p ANovA.

Simi lar logic appl ies when 0 and P are muìti leveì variables. For

exampìe, imagine that both 0 and p had three levels: l, 2, and J.

Here perceived similarity scores could be -2, -1 , 0, 1, or 2. The F-

test from the one-way ANOVA for perceived simîlarity has four numerator

dfs. Alternately, one could compute a two-way ANOVA which tests 0, p,

and 0 x P. The variance in ratings accounted for by perceived similarity
may be equal to that accounted for by 0 and p (4 dfs), or 0 x p (4 ¿rs),

or a subset of the variance accounted for by 0 and 0 x p (6 dfs), or p

and 0 x P (dfs), or O, p, and 0 x p (B dfs). As in the biìevel case, rhe

variance in ratings accounted for by perceived similarity is ìess than

or equaì to the total variance accounted for in a multiìevel 0 x p ANOVA.

There may be other benefits to conceptuaì izing and analyzing perceived

simi larity studies as 0 x P factorials. As aìready mentioned, one vari-
able (0 or P) may account for most of the rating variance, reducíng the

complexîty of future studies.

Computed across pooled students, the perceived simi larity scores/

rat¡ngs correìation might ídentify a student characteristic which
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relates in part, to teacher-produced ratings. Thus, pooled students

would not be appropriate unIts of analysis. simi larly, classmeans, with

students randomìy assigned to classes, would be inappropriate units of

anaìysis because variabiì ity in both ratings and perceived simiìarity

scores wou I d not be attr i butabl e to students.

For actuaì similarity scores (scores based on the difference

between studentsrown scores and the instructorrs own score or the class

average) the simi larity scores/ratîngs correìation computed wi thin a

class i s equÌvalent to the correlation between student's own character-

istics and rat¡ngs. Here, the inst.ructorrs own score and the class aver-

age are constants, so subtracting either from students'own scores will

leave the latter variance unchanged.

The actual s imi ìari ty scores /ratings correlation may al so be com-

puted across cìassmeans. \,'/hen students are randomly assigned to classes,

the actual simi ìarity scores/ratings correlation shouìd not differ sig-

nificantly from the instructorrs own scores/ratings correìation (or the

class average scores/ratings correlation). Here, differences from class-

to-class in mean student personality scores should occur by chance alone.

\{hen students are not randomly assigned to cìasses, the actual simi-

larî ty scores/rat¡ngs correlation may be significantly different from the

instructor's own scores/ratings correìation (or the class average scores/

ratings correlation). As previousìy described, designs where students

are not randomìy assigned to cìasses are generaìly to be avoided.

The actual sinlilarity scores/ratings correlation may also be com-

puted across pooìed students. lmagine that students were assigned to

classes of teachers with d¡fferent persona.Iities on the basis of the
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studentsr own personal ities (i."., a student personaì ity be teacher

personal ity factorial). The actual similarity scores/ratings correlation

provides evidence of whether the actual s imî lari ty between student and

teacher relates to ratings. An al ternative to correìating actual sim-

ilarity scores and ratings is to regress TRF scores on the two variables

which constitute an actual simi larity score: the student's own score

[0), and the instructorrs own score (r) (or the class average score (A)).

The regression of ratings on actual similarity will always be equal to

or less than the regressîon of TRF scores on 0 and I (or A). The second

advantage of treating actual similarity as two separate variables is

doing so allows for rating varîance to be expìained in more traditional,

and perhaps simpler, terms. For example, as separate vâriables one

might describe the variance in ratings explained by teacher personal ity
characteristics or student personal îty characterîstics. 0n the other

hand, one might describe rating variance explained by actual simi larity

only in terms of the difference between student and teacher personality.

Here, one must consider student and teacher characteristics simultan-

eousìy.

As described below, the majority of studies have investigated the

relationship between perceived or actual simi larity and rat¡ngs. 0nly

one study (llenges, 1969) investigated the effect of similarity on the

rat i ngs/achievement rel ationsh i p.

Ratings only. Hal 1 (:gzo) conducted a study to determine jf the

discrepancy between studentsr ideal teacher styìe and perceived teacher

style could account for variabil ity in studentsr reported learning.

Students were asked to rate the¡r ideal teacher and their own instructor
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on a seven factor TRF. Students aìso completed a six factor perceived

learning instrument, which can be considered as a second rRF. \,/ithin

class correlations were computed between (u) the own instructor rat-

ings and the perceived ìearning instrument, and (b) the discrepancy

scores and the perceived ìearning instrument. lt was general ly found

that the discrepancy scores did not predict perceived learning any better

than own ¡ nstructor rat i ngs. Furthermore, i t was noted that students

appeared to give the ideal teacher high ratings on all dinlensions with

I ittle variabi I ity. Thus students were fairly unanimous in their rat-

ings of the ideal teacher. ln other words, â student characteristic

was not identified in this study which either varied substantial ly

w¡thin a cìass or related to ratings.

Levinthal, Lansky, and Andrews (tgll) r^/ere also concerned with the

relationship between studentsr ideals and rat¡ngs. They had 263 stu-

dents from one class rate their own instructor and their ideal instruc-

tor on a nine-item adaptation of the McKeachie TRF. Except for one

item, it was found that ilideaì responses do not tend to be unanimousrt

(Levinthal et al., 1971, p. 107). ln contrast to Hal l, these students

varied within class in evaluating their ídeal instructor. Evidence

concerning the relationship between student ideals and actual teacher

rat¡ngs was, unfortunateìy, incomplete. Data for only three items was

presented and then onìy a moderate relationship was found between ideal

and actual ratings on two of these items.

Davison (1973) studied the relationship between perceived simi ìar-

ity among instructor and student values and ratings. Students in two

sections of the same course taught by the same instructor rated
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themselves and the instructor on Bi I I's lndex of Adjustment and Values.

Then, students rated their instructor on the 19-item Teaching Effective-

ness scale. Perceived s imi larity was determined by comparing the

student¡s average self-rating to the average of his/her ratings of the

instructor's val ues. Students who perceived the instructor as superior

to themselves had an average instructor evaluation which was signifi-
cantly different than students who did not have this perception. Assum-

ing no between section effects, the data support the hypothesis that

perceived value similarity affects ratings.

Good and Good (lgllu) explored the effects of atrîtude similarity

on ratings of an hypothetical instructor. Students filìed out a l4-item

survey of Attitudes deaì ing wîth diverse topics. several days later,
each student received an attitude survey which had been completed by an

hypothetical instructor in such a way that it either expressed simi-

larity or dissimilarity wîth the students' own views. students were

asked to evaluate the hypothetîcal instructor on the six-item lnstructor

Evaluation Scale. For each TRF item, the simi lar group was significantly
different than the dissimi ìar group. lf one assumes that the assignment

of students to the simi lar-dissimi lar atti tude conditions was random,

then the data suggests that actual similarity of attitudes with hypothe-

tical instructors affects student opinions.

Levenson and LeUnes (lgZ¡) conducted a fol lowup study to determine

if the same findings as Good and Good would occur with a real instructor.

They had the students in a single class compìete the attitude survey and

rate the instructor on the TRF used in the prior study. Attitude sim-

i larity was determined by comparing student values to the instructorts
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own values. For this instructor significant differences between sim-

ilar and dissimi lar students were reported for three of four items. ln

contrast to the prior study, this study held teacher vaìues constant.

Here, differences between similar and dissimilar students are due to

student atti tudes onìy.

Good and Good (lgllt) conducted a second study to examine the rela-

tionshîp between perceived versus actual attitude similarity and stu-

dent rat i ngs. They admi n i stered an att i tude survey to 409 students i n

21 classes. Students completed the survey for themselves and the in-

structor. Each student also rated his/her instructor on a l6-item TRF,

whi le each instructor completed the attitude survey. Using pooìed stu-

dents as the units of analysis, no significant correlations were found

between degree of actua I s imi lar i ty and course rat i ngs. However, 13 of

l6 correlations between perceived similarity and ratings were signifi-
cant. Unfortunately, the resul ts of this study for perceived simi ìarity
cannot be unambiguousìy interpreted due to the criticisms raised pre-

viousìy against the use of pooled students.

Cost in and Grush (lgll) u*plored the reìat Ìonshi p between student

rat i ngs and: (a) students' sel f-descr i bed tra i ts, (u) students' p.r-
ception of their teacher traits, and (c) the discrepancy between actuaì

and preferred teacher tra i ts. Persona I i ty tra i ts were measured by

Gordonrs Personal Profi le or the Gordon personal lnventory. Ratings

were gathered on a five-factor TRF frorn students in the classes of more

than !0 students. Al I data were analyzed using the classmean as the un¡t

of anaìys is. Note that s ince students were not randomly assígned to

cìasses and situational effects were not controlled, variability in rating
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means may refl ect teacher, student, and s i tuat iona I factors. S ix of

the 20 correlations between students'self-ratings on the four factor

personal ity inventory measure and the five factor TRF were significant

at the .05 level. By contrast, the studentsr ratings of the instructors¡

personality traits were nìore closely related to their teacher effec^

tiveness ratings. Discrepancy scores were computed by finding the

absolute difference between the stuclentsrmean preference for their

teachers' trait, and the studentsrmean observation of their teachersl

trait. Correlations were computed between the discrepancy scores for the

four personal ity factors and only two of the four teacher effectiveness

dimensions. 0f these eight correlations, six were significant at the

.05 ìevel. These correlations however are difficult to interpret.

First, Costin and Grush note that the variances of preferred traits were

consistently smal ler than the variances of observed traits. Thus,

one might infer that there are not great differences between students

in preferred traits and that variabil ity in mean effectiveness ratings

might be explained just as welì by observed traits aìone. Second, do

differences from cìass-to-class in mean dìscrepancy scores reflect stu-

dent, teacher, or situational characteristics? Since one cannot answer

this question and since the same unanswerable question appì ies to TRF

scores, the discrepancy scores-TRF scores correlations may be produced

by any one of these sources (or some conlbination of sources).

Gruslr, clore, and costin (1975), using the data from another study

(Grush t costin, 1975), êXplored the effect of student simi ìarity to in-

structor on attraction. Students from a large number of classes ratecl

themselves and their instructors on personaì ity inventories. Based on a
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comparison of thei r own ratings to thei r instructor's mean ratings,

students were classified as either simi lar or dissimi lar on each trait.

Teachers were also classified as either high, medium, or low depending

on their mean scores. From each class, an equal number of similar and

dissimi lar students were selected. Thus, the basic desîgn of the study

was a teachers (nigh, medium, low) by actuaì simiìarity (simiìar, dis-

simiìar) factorial. ln addition, students and teachers were cìassi-

fied on two relevant traits and two irrelevant traìts where relevancy

was determined by the traits relationship to a measure of teacher sk¡ìì.

Thus, students and teachers were classified in four ways and four separ-

ate analyses ì^/ere run (each anaìysis consisted of a different sample of

students since not al I students or teachers were used). ln each case,

the dependent measure was the student's rating of the teacher's person-

al ity on the trait of interest. For al I traits, there was a significant

teacher by persona I i ty effect. For the rel evant tra i ts on I y, actua I s im-

i larity affected rating of the teacherrs personaì ity. Posîtively dissim-

ilar students (i.e., students whose own ratings were ìower than the in-

structorrs) were more attracted to their instructor than similar students

There were no significant interactions. Thus, this study offers some

support to the hypothesis that actuaì similarity affects ratings.

Fulcher and Anderson (lglt+) also investigated the reìationship

between actual simiìarity and TRF scores. They first developed a 12 fac-

tor í nterpersonal d i ss imi lar i ty sca l e. Then, students from three classes

were asked to rate themselves and their instructor on the scale as welì

as to complete two measures of overal I teacher effectiveness. The find-

ings revealed a relation between TRF scores and actual simiìarity across
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the three classes. However, no support was found for the hypothesls

that moderateìy dissînri lar teachers would be rated as most effective.

Morstain (lgll) explored the relationship between ratings and stu-

dent orientations toward education, facuìty orientations, and student-

facuì ty incongruence. Both the student and facul ty orientations sur-

veys contain six aìmost identical factors which reìate to instructional

orientation. The Student lnstructionaì Report was the TRF employed

from which four factors were analyzed in the present study. Average

within class correlations for nine classes between the six factor scores

on the student orientation survey and the four TRF factor scores were

low (ranging from .01 to .22). Disparity scores (actuaì simi larity

scores) were based on the average class student orientation on each

dimension minus the instructorrs self-rating. None of the correìations

between dispari ty scores and mean cìass TRF scores were significant.

As was the case with the costin and Grush (lgll) study these correla-

tions are difficuì t to interpret. Do class-to-class differences in dis-

parity scores reflect differences in student orientations, or facuìty

orientations, or both? Also, does variabi ì ity in TRF scores reflect

student, teacher, or situational effects?

Ratings and achievement. 0nly one study (Menges, 1969) investi-

gated the reìationship between student-teacher compatibiì ity (as nlea-

sured by scores on the Cognitive Structure Questionnaire) and ratings and

achi evement. Scores on the structure questionna i re for students in two

sections of a course taught by the same instructor were compared with the

instructorrs own scores. Based on these actual simi larity scores, three

compatib¡lity groups were formed. lt was found that cognitive
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compatibillty reìated to some course and teacher evaluations whereas

achievement (i.e., course grade and lecture quizzes) was not related.

However, the êctual sími larity (compatib¡l ity) scores did not vary due to

a teacher var i abl e (there was onl y one i nstructorrs sel f-rat i nS) . There-

fore, the compatibil ity findings can be expìained in terms of vari-

abi I ity in students alone.

lmpl ications of Prior Research

ln a prior section, four issues in TRF research were discussed:

(") TRF val idity modeìs, (U) TRF validation designs, (.) unit of ana-

lysis, and (¿) TRF general izabi I ity. lt was suggested that TRF re-

searchers do not always have the same goals for teacher evaluation and,

therefore, do not always empìoy the same methods for establ ishing TRF

val idity. For researchers interested in the val idity of the student

opinion construct, the relationship between student characteristics and

rat¡ngs should be studied with students within class as the unit of

anaìysis. For researchers interested in the relationship between rat-

ings and teacher-produced achievement, the effect of student character-

istics on the TRF val idity coefficient should be examined, with the class-

mean as the unit of analysis for homogeneous classes. Considering these

two goals for teacher evaìuation separately, the existing I iterature

provides I imited ínformation on the effects of student characteristics on

TRF val idity.

The Student !pinion Construct

Most of the research on student

been concerned with the val idity of

character i st i cs and rat i ngs has

the student op i n ion construct. I n
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fact, Feldmanrs (lgll ) review i s concerned excl us ively wi th these stu-

dies. An examination of the publ ished I iterature reveals that research

which explores the relationship between one, two, or severaì student

characteristics and ratings is general ly non-experimental (i.e., field-
correlationaì ), where students are not randomìy assigned to classes,

and typically does not employ the appropriate unit of anaìysis. Thus,

interpretation of many of these studies îs difficult. This I iterature

as a whoìe has not identified any student characteristic or set of char-

acteristics which the cautious researcher wouìd say provide strong evi-

dence of an effect on ratings. That is, a characteristic has not been

found which correìates with ratings in more than one study where alter-
native expìanations of the resul ts are minimized. 0n the other hand,

this statement does not warrant the conclusion that student opinions are

unaffected by student characteristics. Thus, the major implica_tion-of

rior research is that further research and study are necessarv since

at present.

These studies, however, do suggest that a possible relationship

may exist between ratings and those student characteristics which are

conceptual ly related to the educational envi ronment. 0n the other hand,

there is less evidence supporting a characteristics/ratings relationship

for student factors which are not as readi ly associated with the ecluca-

tional envi ronment. Broadly speaking, this distinction suggests that

factors related to a studentts academic behavior (u.g., motivation to

learn, interest in school, desire for good grades, etc.) r"y have an

association wi th ratings whi le factors unrelated to academia may not.

strong statements about student characteristic effects cannot
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Exampìes of factors related to the educational environment include:

need for achievement, achievement orientation, general attitudes toward

courses or teachers, and academi c sel f-concept. Exampì es of factors

less easi ìy associated with the educational environment include: auth-

ori tarianism, ìocus of control , objectivity-subjectivity, and need for

social approvaì. This distinction is, of course, fraught with diff¡-

culties and is offered only because it may have some heuristic vaìue.

For exampìe, on the basis of accumulated evidence, objectivity-subjec-

tivity may eventualìy be shown to be more related to factors within the

educational environment than, say, academic self-concept. More impor-

tantly, this distinction does not imply that studies of student charac-

teristics from either category will, or will not, provide sufficient

evidence concerning TRF val idity in the future. Rather, the distinction

is one way to summarize prior research and one way to suggest a direc-

tion for future research.

A review of thestudies which can be described as not readiìy assoc-

iated with the educational environment reveals a moderately consistent

picture provided one is will ing to accept the evidence these studies

provide as suggestive. As already noted, methodological d¡fficulties with

most of these studies make precise interpretation difficult.3 These

studies provide l¡ttìe evidence of a relationshi.p between student var-

iabìes and ratings. Studies of student authoritarianism either suggest

3For the summary of prior research Feldmanrs (1g77) practice wi I r

be fol lowed, of attributing variabi I ity in ratings to students in studies
which employed pooled students as the units of analysis. The reader
is reminded that alternative expìanations are possibìe.
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no relationship with ratings (Maney, 1959; Rees, 1969) or êre not eas-

i ly i nterpretabìe (Freehi I I , 1967). Need for social approvaì or social

desirabiì ity has also not been shown to affect ratings in two studies

(Rees, 1969; Tobias ¿ Hanlon, 1975) while another study is unclear

(Vnite & \{ash, 1966). Locus of control findings are inconclusive:

Kovac and Kapelts (lgle) study suggests a relationship; Parent, Forward,

Canter, and Mohì ing's (lglS) study does not; and Pagers study (eage, 1976;

Page E Roy, 1975) is not readily interpretabìe. Blass (lgl\) found no

significant differences in ratings between objective and subjective stu-

dents. Null and l,/alter's (lglz) research suggests no reìationshîps

between student vaìues in generaì and TRF scores. Studies exploring the

relationships of various personaì ity characteristics with ratings (Doty,

1967:' Grush & Costin, 1975; Rees, 1969; Yonge & Sassenrath, j968) ryp-

ical ly do not report large or consistent correlations. However, some

evidence suggests the possibi I ity of interaction effects of student

needs and other variables (u.g., teacher style, student sex) on ratings

(Doty, 1967; Rezìer, 1965; Tetenbaum , 1975).

ln toto, studies of student characteristics more readi ìy associ-

ated with the educationaì environment provide more positive evidence of

a relationship of student variables wi th ratings than other studies.

For exampìe, l(ovac and Kapel (1976) found a relationship between need for

achievement and TRF scores; Domino (lgll) found that students' achieve-

ment orientation couìd account for some variabi ì ity in ratings; and

Tuckman and 0refice (lgll) reported a reìationship between concrete-

abstract th¡nking and ratings. ln addition, crittenden and Norr (1973),

and Feldhusen and starks (1970) provide evidence of at ìeast a smaìì
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relationship between studentsrattitudes and values towards courses or

teachers and ratings. ln two of three studies of student needs, which

establ ished at least an interaction effect of needs and other vari-

ables on ratings, factors which seemed related to the educational en-

vironment (e.g., intel lectual striving f rom Tetenbaum, 'l97j; achieve-

ment need from Doty, 1967) were included. 0n the other hand, there are

severaì studies which fai I to show relationships between these relevant

student characteristics and ratings. For exampìe, Haslett (lSl6) found

no large relationship between student academic self-concept and TRF

scores, while the studies by Grush and Costin (tglÐ, Rees (lg6g), and

Yonge and Sassenrath (1968) do not report ìarge or consistent correla-

tíons between relevant personal ity dimensions and ratings.

As a separate issue, the perceived and actual s îmi lari ty between

students and teachers as a source of ratings variabi I ity has received

attention from a variety of researchers. Unfortunately, some previous

simi lari ty studies provide inappropriate, incomplete, or undecipherabìe

data. Hal I (lgZO) could not identify a student characteristic which

varied substantial ly within a class. Levinthal, Lansky, and Andrews

(lgll) presented încomplete data. Good and Good (lgZ¡u) correìated per-

ceived sirnilarity scores and ratings using pooled students as the units

of ana I ys i s. Both Cost i n and Grush (1973) and Morsta i n (lgll) used

classmeans as the units of anaìysis. Fulcher and Anderson (lgl4) did

not report correlations, either within cìass or for pooled students,

between perceived dissimi ìari ty and rat¡ngs. Finaì ly, Levenson and

LeUnes (lgll) computed actual simi ìari ty scores for a singìe instructor.

0f the remaining studies, three examined the relationship between
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actual similarity and ratings whiìe onìy one stucliecl perceived simi-

ìarity. Davison (lglï) found a relationship between perceived value

simi larity and ratings. Both Grush, cìore, and costi n (1g7Ð and Good

and Good (1973") found a relationship between actual simi ìarity (pur-

sona I i ty and att i tude, respect i vel y) and rat i ngs. However, Good and

Goodrs (tgZ;¡) second study reports no relationship between actual atti-
ttlde simi larity and ratings. Thus, overwheìming evidence of a relation-

ship between either perceived or actual simi lari ty and rat¡ngs is not

presently avai Iable, suggesting further research is needed.

For researchers interested in the relationship between student char-

acteristics and the ratings/achievement relationship, only eight studies

could be found which include both a TRF and a criterion measure. 0f

these, three studies (Rage, 1976; page s Roy, 1g75; Tobias t Hanlon,

1975) present data inappropriate to conclucle that a student characteris-

tic relates to TRF vaì idity. 0f the remaining studies, two report data

which suggest no relationship between student characteri stics and TRF

val idity: Dominors (lgll) investigation of achievement orientation and

Blass' (1971) investigation of objectivity-subjectivi ty. Three stuclies

offer some support for the cìaim that student characteristics reìate to
the ratings-criterion reìationship. These studies suggest that ìocus

of control (Parent, Forward, canter t Mohìing, 197Ð, creativity, social

need, achievement need (ooty, 1967), and concreteness-abstractness

(Tuckman Ê 0refi ce , 1973), may affect TRF va I i d i ty.

Person Perception Theory and Apti tude Treatment lnteractions

This portion of the paper briefly considers why student character-
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istics might relate to ratings and achievement.

why student characteristics might relate to ratings. several

authors (e.g., crittenden 6 Norr, 1973; Follman, 1g75; Kovacs 6 Kapel,

1976; Nuìì t l^/alter, 1972; Tetenbaum,lgTÐ have suggested that teacher

evaluation can be understood as a problem in person perception where

the characteristics of the observers (students) can influence their per-

ceptions (evaìuations) of the object person (teacher). ln fact,

Taguiri's (1969) review of the I iterature suggests that person percep-

tion is increasingly viewed as a function of observer, object person,

and situationa l characteristics.

using person perception theory, For rman (lgls) has described two

classes of student characteristics: (a) 
"*pl icit personal ity factors,

and (b) impì icit personal ity factors. Expl icit personal ity facrors,

such as age, sex, occupation, etc. are general ly "more stable, consis-

tent' persistent, and influential than impì icit personal ity character-

istics" (Folìman , '!975, p. 157). However, Follman suggests that some--

if not alì--of these expl icit factors have generally been unrelated to

ratings. lmpl icit personaì ity factors include ilindividualsr cognîtive

styì e, cogn i t ive control s, f ieìd dependence, expectanc ies, ant icÌ pat ions,

and such personal ity traits as tested in typical personal ity tests'
(Fol lman , 1975, p. 157) , ln short, these factors seem h ighly s imi ìar

to those of interest ín the present investigation. And whi ìe the person

perception I iterature ìess extensively covers impì icit personal ity fac-

tors, Fol lman suggests that rnany of these factors have been shown to

affect person percept i on.

The present review of the relationship between student charêcter-
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istics and ratings suggests that some of these factors--those which

are relevant to an educational context--are more I ikeìy to relate to

rat¡ngs than other factors. This has some precedent in person percep-

t ion theory. For exampìe, Tagui ri (1969) has described the selective

effect of role relationship on perception:

A person does not see and assess his parents ín terms of the
same dimensions which he uses for judging his friends; what he
looks for in his own chiìdren may be different from what he ìooks
for in chi ldren in general. Moreover, the inferences about per-
sonal ity drawn from observations differ as a function of the
roìes of the individuals involved. I'Highbrow'behavior în a
white man and in a Negro may not ìead to the same inference about
the person. Banter ing behavior i n a chi rd r eads to one infer-
ence when ¡t is directed toward an adult stranger, and another
when it is directed toward his own father. (p.418-419)

This impl ies that students perceive (evaluate) teachers in their

roles as instructors and that the dimensions students use for judging

teachers may be different than those used for evaìuating other students.

lf impressions of teachers are formed on the basis of only certain

"relevantrrinformation or dimensions, then it may be that student fac-

tors more closely associated wi th these d imens ions should exert a

greater impact on eval uations than ìess wel I associated factors.

The relationshi between student characteristics and achievement

A substantial I iterature is concerned with instructional strategies which

are effective for students with particuìar characteristics. These

studies are prinrari ìy concerned with aptitude (or trait)--treatment in-

teractions. For example, researchers may examine the combined effects

of a certa in student characteri stic and particular instructional method

on student ach i evement.

[/hat we know about indîvidual differences leads us to believe thatfor certain subgroups of individuaìs, and under certain conditions,
reports of overall results misrepresent the true effects. A wide
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range of instructional al ternatives or treatnlents needs to be
incorporated into research designs in order to determine those
treatments that are paricularìy beneficial for particular subgroups
of learners. Such research would be responsive to the questÌon:
Given this set of learner characteristics, what is the best way to
tai lor instruction for this particular type of learner? Research
of this kind wouìd compel the educator to consider simul taneously
traits, aptitudes, êttributes, or characteristics that the learner
brings to the situation; the characteristics and dimensions of the
instructionaì agent or medium of instruction; the content to be
ìearned; and the environment in which the instruction takes place.
(Berì iner t Cahen, 1973, pp. 5B-59)

Reviews of this I iterature are available (Berl iner ê Cahen, 1973;

cronbach t Snow, 1977). white ¡t is unquestionably true that a variety

of instructionaì strategy by student characteristic interaction effects

on achievement have been found, Tobias (lg16) notes that the majority

of these studies vary instructional rate rather than instructional

method (".g., lecture vs. discussion group vs. tape recording as in

Doty, 1967). lt might be added that even less attention has been paid,

to the particular characteristics of the instructor (e.g., styìe or

rapport) which may interact with student characteristics. However,

teachers vary not only in their use of different methods of instruction

but in thei r personaì style of instruction. Thus, it is of interest

to determine the part¡cular characteristics of teachers which are best

su i ted to part i cuì ar types of students.

Research Questions

TRF researchers may be

tics expìain variabiìity in:

structorrs effect i veness or

i nterested i n whether student character i s-

(a) student descri pt ions about thei r i n-

(b) the relationship between ratings and teacher-
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produced achievement. Such evídence may be used to judge TRF val idi ty

and general izabi I ity. ln addition, the relationship between student

characteristics and achievement may be of interest. A review of the

I iterature suggests that student characteristics more readi ly associated

with the educational environment may account for more rating variabi I ity

than other factors. The theoretical and empirical findings of the per-

son perception I iterature suggest that student characteristics should

relate to ratings, with'rrelevantrr characteristics having a greater

reìationship to ratings than less "relevantrr characteristics.

Severa I stud i es have exami ned the rel at i onsh i p between actua I or

perceived simi ìarity and ratings. Computed across pooìed students,

actuaì s imi lari ty scores are d i fference scores based on student and

teacher characteristics. Computed within class, perceived simi larity

scores are difference scores based on two student characteristics:

(") students' own scores and (b) studentsr rat i ngs of the i nstructorts

personal ity. So, rather than examining the amount of rating variabiì ity

expìained by perceived simi ìarity, students' own scores and their rat-

ings of the instructorrs personal ity may be considered separately.

Thus, several research questions have arisen. Generaì ly, expìain-

ing variabiìity in: (a) ratings, (U) achievement, and (.) the ratings/

achievement relationship is of interest, when each of these criterion

measures is considered separately. Studentsr own OllN characteristics

have been mentioned as a source of cr iterion variabil ity. 0f primary

interest here is the identification of OWN characteristics which account

for criterion variabil ity independent of teacher (TERCHERO effects. 0f

secondary interest is the identification of the Ol{N by TEACHER
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interactions lvhich account for cri terion variabi I ity independent of

O\¡JN and TEACHER effects. The discussion of perceived similarity led

to the introduction of studentsr perception of instructor [prncrpr)

characteristics as an additional source of criterion variabi I ity. Thus,

another interest is the identification of PERCEPT characteristics which

account for criterion variability independent of 0\¡/N characteristics,

TEACHER effects, and their interaction. 0f final concern are the PER-

CEPT by TEACHER interactions which account for criterion variability

independent of OwN characteristics, TEACHER effects,0l./N by TEACHER

interactions, and PERCEPT characteristics.
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METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were 388 male and female students from the lntro-

ductory Psychology course at the University of Manitoba, who volunteered

for the experiment without knowing its purpose. These students re-

ceived credit toward a course requirement for research participation.

Materials

\,Jritten materials employed in the study can be found in the Appen-

d íx.

Personality Measure

Goughrs Adjective check List (ncl; Gough s Heilbrun, 1967) was used

to measure the studentsr own personal ity and their perception of the

instructorrs personal ity. Scores are avai labl e on 24 scales including:

number of adject i ves checked , unfavorabl e adj ect i ves checked , defen-

siveness, favorable adjectives checked, self-confidence, self-control,

abi ì ity, personaì adjustment, achievement, dominance, endurance, order,

intraception, nurturance, aff iì iation, heterosexual ity, exhibition,

autonomy, aggress ion, change, succorance, deference, and counsel i ng

readiness. Table 2 presents detailed descriptions of the 24 scaìes.

The ACL takes approximately 1J-20 minutes to complete. Critiques of the

ACL and/or I ists of references are avai labìe in The Seventh Mentaì

Measurements Yearbook (Buros, 1972), and personal ity Tests and Reviews

(Buros, 1970). The ACL was chosen for severa.l reasons: (a) it has some

estabì ished rel iabiì ity and val idity (e.g., Gough t Heilbrun, 1967,
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Tabl e 2

(Ada p ted

Tota I Checked

Description of the ACL Scales

f rorn Gough e Heilbrun , 1967 pp. 7-11)

The individual high on thisvariable tends to be described
as emotional, adventurous, whoìesome, conservat¡ve, enthusiastic,
unintel I igent, frank, and helpfuì. He is active, apparently
means weì1, but tends to blunder. The man with low scores tends
more often to be quiet and reserved, more tentative and cautious
in his approach to probìems, and perhaps at times unduìy tac-
titurn and aìoof. He is more apt to think originalìy and inven-
tiveìy, but is perhaps less effective in getting things done.

Defens i veness

The higher-scoring person is apt to be self-controiled and
resolute in both attitude and behavior, and insistent and even
stubborn in seeking his objectives. H¡s persistence is more
admi rable than attractive. The lower-scoring subject tends to
be anxious and apprehensive, criticaì of himserf and others,
and given to complaints about his ci rcumstances. He not only
has more probìems than his peers, but tends to dwelì on them
and put them at the center of his attention

Favorable

The high-scoring individual appears to be motivated by a
strong desire to do weìl and to impress others, but always by
v i rtue of hard work and convent i ona ì endeavour. The react i on
of others is to see him as dependable, steady, conscientious,
mannerly, and serious; there is also the suspicion that he may
be too concerned about others, and ìacking in verve and quickness
of nrind. The ìow-scoring subject is much more of an individual-
ist--more often seen as cìever, sharp-witted, headstrong, pìeasure-
seeking, and original in thought and behavior. His emotions
being more acsessible, he aì so more often experiences anxiety,
sel f-doubts, and perplexi ties.

Unfavorable

The h i gh-scor i ng subj ect st r i
gant , ca re I ess , conce i ted , and cyn
beì iever, ê skeptic, and a threat
and attitudes of his felìows. The
more obl iging, more mannerly, more
inteì ì igent.

kes others as rebel I ious, arro-
icaì. He tends to be a dis-
to the complacent bel iefs
ìow-scorer is more pìacid,
tactful, and probably less
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(table 2 - conrinued)

Sel f-Conf i dence

The high-scorer is assertive, affi I iative, outgoing, peF-
sistent, an actionist. He wants to get things done, and is
impatient with people or things standing in his way. He is
concerned about creating a good impression, and is not above
cutting a few corners to achieve this objective. He makes a
distinct impression on others, who see him as forceful, se.lf-
confident, determined, ambitious, and opportunistic. The low-
scoring person is a much less effective person in the everyday
sense of the word--he has difficuìty in mobiì izing himself and
taking action, prefering inaction and contemplation. others see
him as unassuming, forgetful, mi ìd, preoccupied, reserved, and
retiring.

Sel f-Control

High scorers tend to be serious, sober individuals, inte-
rested in and responsive to their obì igations. They are seen
as diì igent, practicaì, and ìoyal workers. At the same time
there may be an element of over-control, too much emphasîs on
the proper means for attaining the ends of sociaì r iving. At
the other end of the scale one seems to find the inadequately
sociaì ized person, headstrong, i rresponsibìe, complaining, dis-
orderly, narcissistic, and impulsive. Needìess to say, the low-
scoring subject tends to be described in unflattering terms,
even including such words as obnoxious, autocratic, and thankless.

Liabilitv

The high-scor i ng subject i s seen favorabr y as spontaneous,
but unfavorably as excitable, temperamental, restìess, nervous,
and high-strung. The psychological equi I ibrium, the balance
of forces, is an uneasy one in this person and he seems impeìled
toward change and new experience in an endress fl ight from his
perplexities. The low-scorer is more phlegmatic, routinized,
pìanfuì, and conventionaì. He reports stricter opinions on
right and wrong practices, and a greater need for order and reg-
uìarity. He is described by observers as thorough, organized,
steady, and unemotional.

Persona ì Adj ustment

The high-scoring subject
trust i ng, fr i endì y, pract i ca I

welì, asks for little, treats
enterprisingly toward his own
stand himsel f psychodynamical
possess the capaci ty to rrlove

is seen as dependable, peaceable,
, loyal, and wholesome. He fits in
others with courtesy, and works
goals. He may or may not under-

ly, but he nonetheless seems to
and work." The subject ìow on the
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(taule 2 - continued)

adjustment scal e sees himsel f as
as moody and dissatisfied. This
observers, who describe the low
anxious, inhibited, worrying, wi
appears to begin as a problem in
as a probìem in inter-personal I

Ach i evement

at odds with other peopìe and
víew is reciprocated by

scorer as aloof, defensive,
thdrawn, and unf riendìy. \{hat
sel f-def i n i t ion eventuates

iv ing .

The high-scoring subject on '¡achievementrt is usual ly seen
as inteì I igent and hard-working, but also as involved in his
inteì lectual and other endeavours. He is detã7ñTñE-to do wel I

and usualìy succeeds. His motives are internal and goal-
centered rather than competitive, and in hîs deaì ings wi th
others he may actuaì ly be unduly trusting and optimistic. The
low-scoring subject on I'achievement" is more skeptical , more
dubious about the rewards which might come from effort and in-
volvement, and uncertain about risking his labors" He tends to
be somewhat withdrawn and dissatÌsfied with his current status.

Dom i na nce

The high-scorer on this scaìe is a forcefuì, strong-wil led
and persevering indivìdual. He is confident of his abiì ity to
do what he wishes and is direct and forthright in his behavior.
The low scorer on "dominance" is unsure of himself, and indif-
ferent to both the demands and the chal lenges of interpersonal
ìife. He stays out of the limeìight, and avoids situations call-
ing for choice and decision-making.

End u ra nce

The subject on "endurance" i s typicaì ly sel f-controì led
and respons i bì e, but aì so ideal i st ic and concerned about truth
and justice. By nature conventionaì, he may nonetheìess (because
of his sense of recti tude) fin¿ himsel f championing unconven-
tional ideas and unpopular causes. The low-scorer on "endurance,'
on the other hand, is erratic and impatient, Ìntolerant of pro-
ìonged effort or attention, and apt to change in an abrupt and
quixotic manner.

0rder

High-scorers on I'order'r are usuaììy sincere and dependable
but at the cost of individual ity and spontaneity. These self-
denying and inhibitory trends may actually interfere with the
attainment of the harmony and psychic order which they seek. Low-
scorers are quîcker in temperament and reaction, and might often
be caì led impul s ive. They prefer compiexi ty and variety, and
disì ike delay, caution, and deì iberation.
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(taUìe 2 - continued)

I ntracept ion

The high-scorer on "intraceptionil is reflective and serious
as would be expected; he is al so capabìe, conscientious, and
knowledgeable. His inteì lectuaì talents are excel ìent and he
derives pleasure from thei r exerci se. The lobr-scorer may al so
have talent, but he tends toward profl igacy and intemperateness
in its use. He is aggressive in manner, and quickly becomes
bored or ímpatient with any situation where direct action is not
poss i bl e. He i s a doer, not a thi nker.

Nu r tu ra nce

The subject high on this scale is of a heìpful, nurturant
disposition, but sometimes too bìand and self-d¡scipl ined. His
dependabi I íty and benevolence are worthy quaì íties, but he may
nonetheìess be too conventionaì and sol icitous of the other per-
son. The subject scoring low onrrnurturance,r is the opposite:
skept i ca ì , c I ever, and acute, but too seì f-centered and too
I ittle attentive to the feel ings and wishes of others.

Affi I iation

The high-scorer on "affiliationrr is adaptabìe ancr anxious
to please, but not necessari ìy because of al truistic motives;
i.e., he is ambitious and concerned with position, and may tend
to exploit others and his reìationships with them in order to
gain his ends. The ìow-scorer is more individuaì istic and strong-
wi I led, though perhaps not out of inner resourcefu'lness and
independence. He tends to be less trusting, more pessimistic
about ì ife, and restìess in any situation which intensifies or
pro I ongs h i s contacts wi th others .

Heterosexua I i ty

The high-scorer on 'rheterosexual i tyt ¡ s interested in the
opposite sex as he is interested in life, experience, and most
things around him in a healthy, direct, and outgoing manner.
He may even be a bit naive in the friendly ingenuousness in which
he approaches others. The low-scorer thinks too much, as it
were, and dampens his vital ity; he tends to be dispirited, inhib-
ited, shrewd, and calculating in his interpersonal relationships.

Exhibition

Persons who are hígh on this scale tend to be self-centered
and even narcissistic. They are poised, self-assured, and abìe
to meet situations with aplomb, but at the same tirne they are
quick tempered and irritabìe. In their deal ings with others they
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(lable 2 - continued)

are apt to be opportun i st i c and man i pu I at i ve. Persons who score
low tend toward apathy, seìf-doubt, and undue inhibition of
ímpulse. They lack confidence in themseìves and shrink from
any encounter in which they wiìl be visible or rron stage.r'

Au tonomy

The high-scorer on 'rautonomyrr is independent and autonomous,
but also assertive and self-wil led. He tends to be indifferent
to the feelings of others and heedless of their preferences when
he himseìf wishes to act. The low-scorer is of a moderate and
even subdued disposition. He hesitates to take the initiative,
preferr i ng to wa i t and fol I ow the d i ctates of others .

Aggress i on

I he individual high on this scale is both competitive and
aggressive. He seeks to wín, to vanquish, and views others as
rivals. His impulses are strong, and often under-control led.
ln an appropriate situation he may drive on to worthy attainment,
but often his behaviors wi ì I be seìf-aggrandizing and dîsruptive.
The individual who is low onrtaggression't is much more of a con-
formist, lrut not necessarily lacking in courage or tenâcity.' He tends to be patiently diligent, and sincere in his relation-
ships with others.

Change

Persons high on "change'r are typical ly perceptive, alert,
and spontaneous individuals who comprehend probìems and situ-
ations rapidly and incisively and who take pleasure in change
and variety. They have confidence in themselves and welcome
the chaìlenges to be found in disorder and complexity. The low-
scorer seeks stabi I ity and continuity in his environment, and
is apprenhensive of iìì-defined and risk-involving situations.
ln temperament he is patient and obl iging, concerned about others,
bu t ì ack i ng i n verve and energy .

S ucco ra nce

'rSuccorancerr appears to depict, at its high end, a person-
al ity which is trusting, guileless, and even naive in its faith
i n the ¡ ntegr i ty and benevol ence of others. The h i gh-scorer i s
dependent on others, seeks support, and expect to find it. The
Iow-scorer, on the contrary, is independent, resourceful, and
sel f-sufficient, but at the same time prudent and ci rcumspect.
He has a sort of quiet confidence in his own worth and capabil ity.
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Aba s emen t

High-scorers onrrabasementt are not onìy submissive and
sel f-effacing, but al so appear to have probìems on sel f-acceptance.
They see themselves as weak and undeserving, and face the world
with anxîety and foreboding. Their behavior is often self-
punishing, perhaps in the hope of forestal ì ing criticism and
rejection from wi thout. The ìow-scorer is optimistic, poised,
productive, and decisive. Not fearing others, he is aìert
and responsive to them. His tenrpo is brisk, his manner confi-
dent, and hi s behavior effect ive.

D eference

The individual scoring high on I'deference' is typical ly
conscientious, dependable, and persevering. He is self-denying
not so much out of any fear of others or inferiority to them
as out of a preference for anonymi ty and freedom from stress
and external demands. He attends modestry to his affairs,
seeking I ittìe, and yielding always to any reasonable cìaim byanother. The individual with a row score onrtdeferencer is
more energet ic, spontaneous, and i ndependent; he I i kes atten-tion, I ike to supervise and direct others, and to express his
wi I I . He is al so ambí tious, and is not above taking advantageof others and coercing them if he can attain a goal in so doing.

Counsel i ng Read i ness

The high-scorer on "counsel ing readiness,, is predominantly
worried about himself and ambivalent about his status. He
feels left out of things, unable to enjoy ì ife to the fuì l,
and unduly anxious. He tends to be preoccupied with his prob-
ìems and pessimistic about his abir ity to resolve them con-
structively. The low-scorer is more or less free of these con-
cerns. He is self-confident, poised, sure of himself and out-going. He seeks the company ofothers, I íkes activity, and
enjoys I ife in an uncompl icated way.
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report ên average test-retest reliability over l0 weeks for the scales

of .72 and significant relationships of the ACL with behaviouraì mea-

sures and other personaì ity tests); (b) it contains some scales which

appear relevant to an educational environment; (c) it can be used to

measure both the studentrs own characteristics as weìl as the studentrs

perception of the instructorrs qual ities; and td) lt can be admini-

stered to a group of students and is not overly time-consuming to com-

plete.

V i deotaped Lectures

Four coìour, videotaped lectures were constructed which d iffer

systematicaì ly with respect to teaching expressiveness (low, high) and

lecture content (low, high). The topic of all lectures was sex roles.

The high content lecture was prepared from actual lecture notes which

contained all the information that was to be presented. The ìow con-

tent ìecture was prepared by el iminating a number of teaching points

contained in the high content lecture, using a procedure dcsigned to:

(") maintain script ìogic and coherence; (b) distribute the remaining

teaching points evenly throughout the script, and (c) ensure that the

ímportance of the remaining and el iminated teaching points were approx-

imately equaì. The fiìler information that was used in place of the

omitted teaching points included: (a) discussíon of unrelated exarnples,

events, etc., (O) repeated emphasis on what information was going to be

covered with.out such coverage, and (c) circuìar discussion of unrelated

concepts and ideas. This filler ensured that all videotapes were

approximately 25 mi nutes long.

All lectures were delivered by a tenured professor in the psychoìogy
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Department, not teaching lntroductory Psychology, \,rho had a reputation

among his colìeagues and throughout the university community as an out-

standing instructor. For the high expressiveness ìectures, tl-re professor

was asked to roìe play the fol lowing characteristics: enthusiasm,

humor, friendì iness, physical movement, vocal inflection, and charisma.

For the Iow expressiveness lectures, the professor was asked to minimize

his use of these characteristics. The making of these tapes was guided

by previous experience with the black and white tapes constructed by

Ware and \{ilìiams (1975), and Perry, Abrami, and Leventhal (1978) , who

a I so var i ed i nstructor express iveness and I ecture content. Perry,

Leventhal, and Abrami (Note 5) found that these colour tapes produced

s imilar ratings ef f ects when compared to the ware and \^i il I iams (lglS)

tapes.

Dependent Measu res

A 30-item muìtiple choice achievement test (RCH) was used to assess

how much students ìearned from the ìecture. This quiz format was

selected because of its frequent use as a criterion measure in the ìarge

undergraduate survey courses which are generaì ly studied in TRF research.

Perry, Leventhal , and Abrami (note 5) found a spl it-haìf rel iabil i ty

for the quiz of .82 using cronbach's alpha. A 44-item TRF assessed

student evaluations of the instructor. This TRF consists of (a) an

overall teaching abiìity item similar to that employed by Suììivan and

Skanes (1974), (¡) 25-items pi-eviously employed by Leventhal, perry,

and Abrami (1977) which were adapted for use with videotaped lectures

from a TRF developed by Hildebrand and \{ilson (lgZo), and (c) iB-items

prev ious I y emp loyed by l{are and wi I I ianrs (lglS) f rom a TRF deve loped
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by Pohlmann (lglS)

P rocedu re

Al ì students were instructed that they were participating in

research on teacher and student factors whi ch affect student sat i sfac-

tion with, and performance in, a col lege level course. lmmediately

prior to vîewing a videotaped ìecture, alì students completed the ACL

for themselves. Students then: (") viewed one of four videotaped lec-

tures, (U) compìeted the TRF and ACH, and (c) complered the ACL for the

i nstructor. At the end of the exper iment i nterested students were de-

briefed as to the true nature of the experiment, during which time the

exper i menta I des i gn and hypotheses were out ì i ned .

Data Ana])H s

For each ci i ter i on measure, the da ta were ana ì yzed v i a stepwi se

multiple I inear regression analysis (l\,Inn) where the categorical teacher

variables (style and content) and thei r interaction were dummy variable

coded (see l(erlinger E Pedhazur, 1973). The MRA was run using the reg-

ression subprogram from sPSS (Nie, Hul ì , Jenkins, steinbrenner, t Bent,

1975). ln MRA, the order in which the predictor variables are intro-

,r" duced into the equation is criticaì when intercorrelations exist. l'his

order determines how the variance due to regression wilì be divided antong

the predictors. ln the present investigation, the order of entry of sets

of predictors was specified beforehand. The set of TEACHER characteristics

(style, content, and style by content) was entered first, the set of

0\^/N characteristics second, the Ol/N by TEACHER ínteractions third, the
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PERCEPT characteristÎcs fourth, and the PERCEPT by TEACHER interactîons

last. To est imate the var íance accounted for by the set of 0\^/N char-

acteristics independent of TEACHER characteristics, the increment in var-

iance accounted for from step one to step two was noted. Lìkewise, to

estimate the variance accounted for by the set of 0\,/N by TEACHER inter-

actions, the increment in variance accounted from step two to step three

was noted. This a priori ordering approach partitions all of the explain-

able rating variance. lt does not allow one to determine the unique

contribution of each set of predictors.

lf a set of characteristics, other than the set of TAACHER charac-

teristics, resulted in a significant increment in rating variance

accounted for, the minimum number of characteristics necessary to

account for much of the variance explained by the total set was deter-

mined. This was also accompl lshed via MRA. For example, imagine that

the set of OWN characteristics resulted in a significant increment in

rating variance explained. After entering the TEACHER characteristics

into the MRA, each 0\,/N characteristic may be incìuded in a forward

(stepwise) manner (srss , 1975) . The order of inclus ion of each 0\,JN

characteristic is determined by the respect¡ve contribution of each char-

acteristic to expìained variance. The best subset of characteristics

is found when the inclusion of another variable in the equation fai ìs

to account for a meaningful increment in rating variance.

The MRA approach can be used in the situation where there are z\

continuous student variables (¡.e., the scales of the ACL) and two teacher

variables. Exìuding al I the interactions among student characteristics,
there would stilì remain 26 main effects, 49 two-way interactions, and
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24 three-way i nteract i ons I But as l(erì i nger and pedhazur (lgls, pp.

441'444) suggest, the use of a large number of predictor variables,

especial ly when the variables are intercorrelated, can yield regression

weights which are hîghly unstable. Al though the stabi I i ty of the

regression weights can be improved by increasing sample size, the number

of students necessary to substantially improve rel iabil ity for !! pre-

dictors is in excess of the total population of the university of

Man i toba subj ect pool I

An alternative approach is to reduce the number of predictors

through theory and factor analys is. Accord ingly, the ACL scores for al I

students were factor analyzed by orthogonal varimax rotation using SpSS

(tglÐ to find a subset of scales where severaì criteria were considered:

(") the scale loaded highìy on one factor only; (b) the scale was a

fairly reì iabìe measure; and (c) the scale appeared relevant to an

educat i ona I context. These few sca I es , rather than the 24 sca ì es , were

used in the l4RA.

The 44-item TRF empìoyed in this investigation can provide at

leasË three student rating scores. Following Leventhal et al . (1971),

and ware and will iams (lglil, these scores were: (a) the response to

the overall ability item, (u) the mean of the Hildebrand and \{ilson

(lgzo) items, and (.) the mean of the pohìmann (197Ð irems. These

scores may be related, both conceptual ly and statistical ly. Thus, it
nright seem appropriate to employ a data analytic technique which permits

anaìysis of the set of dependent measures. Multivariate multiple

regression, or canonical correlation analysis (ccn) is such a
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l)
techn i que. '

Using CCA suggests that the researcl'ìer is especially interested

in the criterion variables as a set. \,/hiìe the effects of teacher and

student variabìes on the set of student rating scores is of some ¡nte-

rest, of greater interest is the relationship of the pred¡ctor vari-

ables to each student rating score since using more than one TRF îs

rare in appl ied settings. Thus, the CCA was not run.

lnvestigating the ratings/achievement relationshi p posed two special

probìems. The first probìem was how to probe the ratings/achievement

relationship for only four teacher conditions using MRA. ln a prior

study, Leventhal et al. (lïll) investigated whether teacher effects on

rat¡ngs and achievement vary as a function of student characteristics

by using a repeated measures anaìysis of variance (nruovn). Each rat-

ing and achievenlent raw score was transformed into a rscore based on

the sample mean and variance of the measure. The variance for a mea-

sure was computed for each treatrnent group separateìy and pooled to

exclude variation from group treatment effects. The ìogic of this

AN0VA procedure was extended to the present situation where there are

continuous predictor variables in the design by using MRA to analyze

lr'Discussions of CCA can be found in Cooley and Lohnes (1911),
Ha rr i s (lgls), and Kerl i nger and pedhazur (lglil. I n ccA, rhe canon-
ical correlations (there can be more than one) represent the maximum
correìations possible between the set of predictor variabìes and the
set of cri terion variables. ln order to empìoy a stepwise procedure,
however, it is necessary to find a composite score based on the canon-
ical coefficients for the criterion variables when al I the predictor
variables are in the equation. Then a stepwise MRA can be run using
this composite score as the criterion. Stepwise ccA is generally not
recommended because the we i ghts ass i gned to pred i ctor and cr i ter i on
variables might change from step-to-step. Thus, changõ-in the
results from step-to-step might be difficult to interpret.
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repeated measures data (see Kerì inger t pedhazur, 1973, pp. 21g-221).

For the tests of within subjects effects, this normar Iy requires the
generat ion of N - j vectors that ident i fy the subjects. However,

Pedhazu r (tgll) has recentl y suggested a method of explor i ng the wi th i n
subjects effects which require only a single vector to code subjects.

A second problem was how to transform the raw scores to standard

scores when some predictor variables are continuous. lJhen the pre-

dictor variables are only categorical, Gabriel and Hopkins (tgl4) sug-

gest that the transformation shouìd be based on the sample mean and var-
iance pooled across groups. The variance for each group is calculated

separately and then pooìed to avoid confounding with group differences

in means. llhen the predictor variables are also continuous, however,

it is not possible to divide subjects into a few groups and calculate
separate wi thin group variances. However, ¡t is possible to compute

the total within group variance, or the amount of unexplained variance,
in the criterion measure. The error term used in an F-test when al I the
predictors have been entered into an MRA, or the variance of estimate
(Kerì inger r pedhazur, 1973, p. 66), is an

criterion which is not 'rconfounded', b¡, ¡þs

pred i ctors . The va r i ance of es t i ma te can

scores to standard ,.or"r.5

index of the variance in the

variance expìained by the

thus be used to transform raw

5

AU

ln developing
thor benef i ted

this approach to
from discussions

the transformati
with R. Gabriel

on of raw scores
, 0ctober , 1977.

the
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RESULTS

Factor Ana I ys i s

The factor anaìysis empìoying orthogonal varimax rotation was run

using subprogram FACTOR from SPSS (lglS). The initial factor matrix solu-

tion based on the principaì components method (¡."., unities in the main

diagonal of the correlation matrix) revealed that four factors couìd

jointly account for 84.8'Á (38.22, 26.62, 12.2%, and 7.82, respectively)

of the variance in the ACL. The orthogonal varimax rotated four-factor

matrix (¡."., communality estimates in the main diagonal of the correìa-

tion matrix) is presented in Table 3. The large number of ACL scaìes

that Ioaded highly on Factor I suggest that it is a fairly general factor.

The Deference lOff) scaìe was chosen to represent Factor I because it

loaded high on that factor onìy and is reasonably rel iable (.80 test-

retest; see Gough & Heilbrun, 1965). Factor 2 also had several scales

with high ìoadings. None of the scaìes with high loadings on Factor

2 were substantial ìy independent of al I the remaining factors. The

Aff iliation (AFF) scaìe was chosen to represent Factor 2 because it

loaded highest on this factor and is fairìy reliabìe (.83). The Achieve-

ment (nCH) scale was chosen to represent Factor J because of its high

loading on this factor, reasonable rel iabil ity (.78), and its apparent

relationship to an educational context. Both the 0rder and lntracep-

tion scales high higher loadings on Factor 3 than ACH and were prêctically

independent of the other factors. However, these scales were less reì i-

able than ACH (.60 for 0rder and .59 for lnterception) and most impor-

tantly did not seem as related to an educational context. 0f the two
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TABLE 3

Varimax Rotated Factor0rthogonal

ACL Sca I e

Total checked

Defens i veness

Favorabl e

Unfavorabl e

Self-Confidence

Se I f-Con t ro I

Liability

Personal Adjustment

Ach i evemen t

Dom i nance

Endurance

0rder

lntraception

Nurturance

Af f ¡liation

Heterosexual i ty

Exhibition

Au tonomy

Aggression

Change

S ucco ran ce

Abasemen t

Defe rence

Counsel i ng Read i ness

Factor.l

0. 048

0.162

0.089

' o. o7B

0.762

-0.572

0.259

^0 .122

0.462

0.762

0. 058

^0.067

-0. I 84

-0.356

0.077

0.231

0.822

0.847

0.743

0.579

-0. 496

-0. 869

-0.925

-0.716

Factor 2

Matrix

Factor J

0.37\

0 .6'J 6

0.585

^0 .1 \2

o. 4ol

0. 606

-0.076

0.579

0.737

0. 485

0.916

0.919

0.583

0.237

0.409

0.015

-0.1r5

-o .056

-0 .313

^0.209

-0.343

-0.203

0.075

-0.153

Factor 4

0.689

0.057

0.050

0. 950

0. 603

0.656

0.786

-0.01 l

0.341

0.105

0. 700

0.552

0.3r 0

0. 258

0.070

0.099

0.613

0.716

0. 844

0.791

0.276

-0.0r4

-0.390

o .463

-0.01 l
0.014

0. 085

-0.499

0.0r 5

-0.265

0 .21tl

-0.29A

-0 .087

-0.216

-0.151

0 .049

-0.069

-0.4cr

0. cg0

-0 .026

0.016

0.272

0.268

0.022

0.563

0.233

-0.055

0.233
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scales with high loadings on Factor 4, Unfavorable (UrufnV) was selected

because of its independence of the remaining factors and good rel i-
abil ity (.Bt¡.

Rat i ngs

Means 1x's) and standard deviations (so's) of the predictors and

ratings criteria employed in the stepwise MRAs are presented in Table 4.

For al I three rating criteria, the sets of predictors were entered into

the MRAs in the fol lowing order: TEACHER character ist ics (r) , olvt'l

characteristics (0), T x 0, PERCEpT characteristics (p), and T x p.

Thus, for any criterion, the variance explained by the set of TEACHER

characteristics includes the unique variance due to T and the variance in

the criterion which T shares with all the other sets of predictors. The

variance explained by 0 is independent of T l¡ut not any of the other

sets. 0nìy the variance explained by the set entered last (r x p) is

orthogonaì to the other sets. l(erl inger and pedhazur (1913, p. 286)

argue against judging the meaningfulness of a predictor/criterion reìa-

tionship onìy in terms of a leveì of statistical significance because a

predictor may account for a significant--yet small--proportion of crit-
erÌon variance. ln the present study, a set of characteristics wi I ì be

considered meaningfuì ly related to the cri terion if that reìationship is:

(u) significant at the .01 level and (b) accounrs for at ìeast 52 of

the var i ance.

A summary of the regression of scores on the Sulìivan and Skanes

item is presented in Table 5. As expected, the set of TEACHER character-

istics accounted for a signif icant amount of rating variance , F 3, 352)
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TABLE 4

Means and Standard Deviations of Predictor and Criterion Measures Used in the MRAs

TEACHER (T)

styì e (s)
Content (C )
SxC

o\/N (o )

Own Unfavorable (OU)

Own Achievement (OACH)

Own Affi I iarion (Onrr)
Own Deference (00)

Tx0
Sx
Sx
Sx
Sx
LX
f'v
Cx
Cx
Sx
Sx
Sx
Sx

OU

OACH

OAFF
OD

OU

OACH

OAFF

OD

Cx0U
C x OACH

C x OAFF
Cx0D

0. 021
-0 . 026
-0.036

11.296
1 0.059
20.644
1.933

0,575
0.570
0.180

-0 .866
-0. 936
-0.740
-0 .644

o .717
- 1 .451

0. 059
-o .61 3
-0.1 34

.000

. 000

.000

Measure

I .711
5.929
6 .478
5.880

14.259
1 1 .668
21 .649
6.129

14.240
1 1 .658
21.6\0
6.148

14 .197
11 .682
21 .641
6.188

P ERCEPT (p)

Pe rcep t
Pe rcep t
Pe rcep t
Pe rcep t

Unfavorabl e (PU)
Achievement (PnCH)
Aff iì iation (Pnrr)
Deference (Po)

TxP
Sx
Sx
Sx
Sx
Cx
Cx
Cx
Cx
Sx
Sx
Sx
Sx

PU

PACH

PAFF
PD

PU

PACH

PAFF
PD

CxPU
C x PACH

C x PAFF
CxPD

8.077
4.887
f.i44
1 .539

2.603
-5 .469
-5.273
2.276
0.052

-0.562
-1 'o5z
-0. ¿rBz

-1 .217
0.299
0.469
0.24t4

0 .000MEASURES (I¡)

7 .816
7.573
8. 143
4.609

10.937
7 .163

10.2\1
4.293

11 .243
8.ggl

11.472
t+.836

11.177
9.009

1r.511
4.8¡4

1.001

1.001
1.00r
i.001

MxT
l4xS
MxC
l'1xSxC

0.000
0.000
0 .000

co
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Measure

l'1x0
14x0U
M x OACH

l'1 x 0AFF
Mx0D

11 xTx0
l'1 xSx0U
MxSxOACH
MxSx0AFF
MxSx0D
MxCx0U
MxCxOACH
MxCxOAFF
MxCx0D
MxSxCx
MxSxCx
l'lxSxCx
MxSxCx

0. 000
0. 000
0. 000
0. 000

MxP
l'1 x PU

M x PACH

M x PAFF
MxPD

14.271
11 .682
21 .650
6'l9o

14.271
11.682
21 .650
6'l9o

1\.271
11.682
21 .650
6.igo

1\.271
11 .682
21 .650
6.190

11.243
9.014

1 1 .5zt
4 .860

OU

OACH

OAFF
OD

0.000
0.000
0.000
0 .000
0 .000
0 .000
0 .000
0 .000
0.000
0. 000
0.000
0 .000

0. 000
0. 000
0 .000
0.000

Measure

MxTxP
MxSx
MxSx
MxSx
MxSx
MxCx
l'1xCx
MxCx
l'1xCx
MxSx
MxSx
MxSx
MxSx

PU

PACH

PAFF
PD

PU

PACH

PAFF
PD

CxPU
C x PACH

C x PAFF
CxPD

CRITERIA

Sul I ivan t Skanes (SS)
Hildebrand t Wilson (Ht¡)
Pohlmann (eru¡
Ach i evement (nCH)

SS/ACH
HVJ/AC H

PN/ACH

0 .000
0.000
0. 000
0.000
0 .000
0.000
0.000
0. 000
0. 000
0. 000
0. 000
0 .000

11.243
g.or4

11.521
4.860

11 .243
9.014

11.521
4 .860

11.243
9.014

11.521
4.860

1.163
a.773
0.980
- rO a). )o)

1.617
3.2511
3 .163

2.273
2.516
2.60'l

16.912

0. 000
0.000
0 .000

co
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TABLE 5

Surnmary of Regression of TRFs and Achievement

Sou rce MSdfSS
Change. ^)rn K-

(r)<n
rlJ
z.
v
<,/)

({)

z.

J
J

=U-'

TEACHER

or^/N ((o)

Tx0
PERCEPT

TxP
Error

259.488

0.983

4.026

70.746

7 .477

180.321

86.496

0.246

0.336

17 .687

0.623

0 .512

168.934

0.480

0 .656

34.545

1.217

. 001

.7 50

.793

. 001

.269

.4ge

.002

.008

.135

.014

(p)

3

11

12

4

't2

352

TEACH ER

or^JN (o)

Tx0
PERCEPT

TxP
Error

136.929

1 .737

3 .089

27 .737

2.739

59.2\1

45.643

0 .434

0.257

6.934

0.228

0.168

271.685

2.583

1 .530

41 .274

t .357

. 001

.037

.111

.00i

. 185

.592

.008

. 013

.120

.012

(r) 3

4

12

4

12

352

(p)

Õlz. z.l<olÉ61
co -rlu-lo=l
;"1

=lËl

TEACH ER

owN (o)

Tx0
PERC EPT

TxP
Error

236 . \73

0.993

3'890
46.274

7.001

77 .2\8

78.82t1

0.248

0.324

11.569

0.583

0.219

359.927

1 .132

1.479

52.826

2.662

.001

.3\1

. t30

.001

.002

.636

.003

.010

.124

.019

(r)

(P )

3

l+

12

4

12

352

(r)

(p)

,.p
C
c)
E
a)

O

_c,
o

TEACHER

o\,JN (O )

Tx0
PERCEPT

TxP
Error

3709.685

200. 685

272.609

335.168

781.112

6761.430

3 1236.562

\ 5o.t7t
12 22.718

4 ú.7e2
12 65.093

352 19.209

6tu.llt
2.612

1.183

\'sez
3.389

. 001

.035

.294

. 002

. 001

. 308

.017

.023

.028

.065
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= 168.934, p_=.001. The onìy other set of characteristics to account

for a significant amount of rating variance was the PERCEPT character-

istics, F(4,352) = 34.51+5, g= .00] . PERCEPT characteristics accounted

for 13.52 of the rating variance independent of T, 0, and T x 0.

The results for the mean of the Hildebrand and \,/ilson items and

the Pohlmann items were similar to those for the Suìlivan and Skanes

item (see Tabìe 5). The set of TEACHER characteristics was significantly

related to the Hildebrand and l,Jiìson TRF, F(3,352) = 271.685, g= .001.

0therwise, only the set of PERCEPT characteristics was significantly

related to the Hiìdebrand and Wilson crirerion, F(4, 3SZ) = \1.214,

g = .001, and accounted for more than 5% of the variance (lZ%), The

set of TEACHER characteristics was significantìy reìated to the Pohlmann

TRF, F(3, 352) = 359.927, p_= .001 . tn addition, the ser of T x p

characteristics was significantly related to the Pohlmann criterion,

F(12, 352) = 2.662, p-= .002, but accounted for under z% of the variance.

The set of PERCEPT characteristics was significantly reìated to the

criterion, F(4, 352) = 52.826, y = .001 , and accounted for I2.4"¿ of the

Pohlmann variance.

Thus, for aì I three rating criteria, the only set of characteris-

tics, other than TEACHER characteristics, to account for a meêningful

amount of rating variance was the PERCEPT characteristics. ln each case,

the set accounted for more than 10% of the variance. ln addition, the

variance explained by the set of PERCEPT characteristics was independ-

ent of the influence of all other sets except the set of T x P inter-

act Ì ons .

subsequent analyses found the minimum number of PERCEPT character-
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istics necessary to ascount for a ìarge percentage of the rating vari-
ance explained by the totaì set. After entering the T, 0, and r x 0

sets of characteristics, each PERCEPT characteristic was enterecj in the

anaìyses in a forward (stepwise) manner. For each rat¡ng criterÌon,
the results were highly consistent. As shown in Table 6, students'per-

ceptions of instructorstneed for achievement (pnCH) was always the first
characteristic to enter the equations, was significantly related to each

criterion, and general ly accounted for 80"¿ of the rating variance

expl a i ned by the ent i re set.

Ach i evement

The computation of the regression of the achievement scores was sînr-

iìar to ratings. Four sets of predictors (1, 0, T x 0, p, T x p) were

entered În a priori order. The summary of this regression is shown at

the bottom of Table 5. Aside from the set of TEACHER characteristics,

F(3, 352) = 64.374, y= .00'l , onìy the ser of TEACHER x pERCEpT charac-

teristics was signif ícantly related to achievement, F(12,352) = 3.3g9,

g = .001, and accounted for more than 5"4 of the achievement variance (6.52)

Since this set entered last in the regression equation, ît accounted for

ach i evement var i ance i ndependent of a I I other sets .

After entering al ì other sets, individual characteristics from the

T x P set were entered in an MRA in a forward (stepwise) nanner. As

shown in the bottom of Table 6, the first variabìe, teacher style by stu-

dentsr perceptions of instructorsr deference (S x po), was significantly

related to achievement, F(1,352) = 32.441, y=.00.|. S x pD aìso

accounted for B0% of the achievement variance explained by the T x p set.
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Forward (Stepwise) MRA

TABLT 6

to Find Best Subset of Predictors

Sou rce MSdfSS

Prooor-
Lnanae. :r tlonrn K- ot \et

PERCEPT
PACIl
PU

PAFF
PD

Error

70.746
57 .134
6.613
6.17t
0.028

180.321

17 .687
57.734
6.613
6.371
0 .028
0.512

34.5t+5
112.762

12 .916
1 2 .4\3
0.055

. 001

.001

. 001

. 001

.815

(P) 4

1

1I

i
1

352

.135 r .000

.110 0.815

.01 3 0.096

.012 0.089

.000 0.000

z. ql
< t-..11> z.lrsl
--t <nl
=lcn <¡l

â
<oÉ. u)ÊoJ
¡!-â=
J
-(ô=

PERCEPT (p)
PACH

PAFF
PU

PD

Error

27 .737
23.569
2.216
1.604
o.¡44

59.241

4 o-gl',
1 23.569
1 2 .216
i 1 .604
I 0.348

352 0. I 68

41 .274
140.292
13.190
9.548
2 .071

.001 .120 1.000

.001 .102 0.850

.001 .01 0 0.083

.002 .007 0.058

.151 .002 0.017

PERCEPT
PAC H

PU

PAFF

PD

Error

46.27t1
36.817
7.13\
2 .169
0.154

77 .248

11 .569
36.817
7.134
2.169
0.154
0.219

.12\ I .000

.099 0.798

.019 0.153

.006 0 . 048

.000 0.000

(p) 4

1

,l

1

1

352

52.826 .001
168.lt4 .001
32.575 .001

9 .904 . oo2
0.703 .t+02

=l
Ël

p
c
c)
E
OJ

0)'t
t)

12
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

352

Tx
S

S

S

S

c
L

c
S

S

S

S

P

xPD
x PAFF
xCx
xCx
xPD
x PACH

x PAFF
xPU
xCx
x PACH

xCx

781.112
623.160

39.972
PACH 28 .8 1 g

PD 35.282
16 .112
9.153

21 .761
6.012

PU 0.675
o.r49

PAFF 0.015
6761 .430

65.093
623.160

39.972
28.819
35.282
16.112

9 .153
21 .761
6.012
0.675
0.149
0.015

19.209

3.389
32.44t
2.081
1 .500
1.837
0.839
0.\76
1.133
0.313
0.035
0.008
0 . 00'l

.001 .065 1 .000

.001 .052 0.800

. r 50 . oo3 0.046

.221 . 002 0.03 I

.176 .oo3 0.046

.360 .001 0.01 5

.tugl .001 0.015

.288 .oo2 0.031

.576 .001 0.015

.852 . ooo o. ooo

.929 .000 0.000

.975 .000 0.000
Error
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The Rat ings/Aclrievement Relationship

Means and standard deviations of the predictors (incìuding the

wi thi n subject factors) and ratings/achievement cri teria empìoyed in the

repeated measures MRAs are presented in Table 4. For the three l'lRAs,

the criterion measure consisted of rating scores (i.e., Suì I ivan E Skanes,

Hi ldebrand s VJi lson, or Pohlmann) and achievement scores converted to

z-scores as prev i ous I y descr i bed. For each MRA, the sets of pred i ctors

were entered in the foì lowing order: TEACHER characteristics (f), OWtt

characteristics (0), T x 0, PERCEpT characteristics (p), T x p, MEASURES

(n) , l'4 x T, M x 0, M x T x 0, M x P, and M x T x p. While tests of the

between subject factors (i."., T, 0, T x O, P, and T x p) were not inde-

pendent of each other, tests of the within subject factors (i.e., M

through M x T x P) were orthogonaì to each other and the between sub-

j ect factors .

A summary of the repeated nleasures regression of the transformed

sul I ivan and skanes/achievement scores is presented in Table 7. 0ther

than the set of TEACHER characteristics lLß, ssz) = t89.olz, p_= .00r]

and the MEASURES by TEACHER inreractions lLß, lSz) = 1t+Z.3ZZ, p_= .001],

only two sets were significant and accounted for at least 5% of the var-

iance. The set of PERCEPT characteristics accounted for a significant

amount of ratings/achievement variance, F(4, 352) = 35.282, y = .001 ,

which was /.17o of criterion variance. The set of MEASURES by PERCEPT

interactions was significant, F(4, 352) = 32.146, y = .001, accounting

for 6.2% of the variance. Taken together, these findings suggests that

PERCEPT characteristics explain some of the covariation between ratings

and achievement and also expìain some of the variation in ratings which
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TABLE 7

Summary of Repeated Measures MRAs

Sou rce MSdfSS
C ha nge

o ìn R2

U)
LU
z.
!
a./)

k)

z.

J
J

tn

TEACHERS (T)
oh,N (o)
Tx0
PERCEPT (P)
TxP
Er ror
}4EASURES (M)

MxT
Mx0
MxTx0
MxP
MxTxP
Error

579.128
2.199
7 .693

l44.o89
18.837

359.302

0.0
419.710

2.09'r
I 0.478

126.t+00
11 .771

346.143

3
4

12
\

12

352

1

3
4

12
4

12

352

1%.a43
o. 550
0. 641

36.023
1 .570
1 .021

0.0
139.903

0.524
0.873

31 .600
0.981
0.981

)89.072
0.539
0.628

35.282
't.538

142.322
0.533
0 .888

32 .146
0.998

.001 .286

.707 . oo l

.81 9 . oo4

.00l .071

. I 09 .009

. 001 .207

.712 .001

.559 .004

.001 .062

.450 . 006

TEACHERS (T)
or¡/N (o)
Tx0
PERCEPT (P)
TxP
Error

MEASURES (¡I)
MxT
Mx0
MxTx0
MxP
MxTxP
Error

2572.574
27 .\15
52.797

508.749
56.031

1075.708

0.0
2271.715

34.446
56.984

5zB.4t7
42.164

I 034. I oo

3
4

12
4

12

352

I
3
4

12

4

12

352

851 .5zs
6.854
4. 400

127.187
4.669
3.056
0.0

757.238
B.6tz
4.lt+g

132 .10\
3.56\
2.938

280.604
2.243
I .440

41 .619
1.528

257 .739
2.93t
1 .616

44.96t1
1 .213

. oo r .314

.064 .003

.I45 .006

. 00 r .062

.112 .007

. 001 .277

.021 .004

.085 .007

.001 .057
,272 .005

TEACHERS (T)
otJN (0)
Tx0
PERCEPT (P)
TxP

z) Er ror
-l

=al rnrotunrt (m)

dl ¡l*r
3l ¡r"o

MxTx0
MxP
MxTxP
Error

2637.006
I 0.383
\0.176

500.301
82.268

833.989

0.0
2283.370

I o. 783
t41.3t+9

461 .462
65.232

788.374

3
4

12
4

12

352

1

3
4

12
4

12

352

879.002
2.596
3.348

125.075
6'gse
2.369

0.0
761 .123

2.696
3.\46

115.366
5.436
2.240

371 .0\3
1 .096
1.413

52.797
2'894

339.787
1.204
I .538

51 .503
2. \27

. oor .340

.358 .001

.157 .005

.001 .065

.001 .029

.001 .29\

.309 .001

.1 08 . oo5

.001 .060

.005 . 008
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is independent of achievement (and vice-versa).

A summary of the repeated measures regression of the remaining

transformed rat¡ngs (¡.u., Hiìdebrand s \tilson, Pohlmann) /achievement

scores are also presented in Table 7. These results u¡ere similar to

the prior repeated measures regression. The set of PERCEPT character-

istics accounted for a significant amount of Hi ldebrand and tdi I son/

achievement variance, F(4, 352) = 41.619, p_ = .00.l, and Pohìmann/achieve-

ment variance, F(4, 352) = 52,791 , which was 6.2% and 6.5%, respecrively,

of the criterion variance. The set of MEASURES by PERCEPT interactions

was signif icant, I = &, 352) = 44.964, L = .001 , account ing for 5.7%

of the Hildebrand and I,/ilson/achievement variance, whiìe accounting for

6.0% of the Pohlmann/achievement variance significantìy, F (4 , 352) =

51 .503, P= .001.

Thus, for al I three rating/achievement cri teria, the two sets of

characteri st ics, other than the TEACHER and MEASURES x TEACHER charac-

teristics, to account for a meaningful amount of criterion variance were

the PERCEPT and MEASURES x PERCEPT characteristics. PERCEPT characrer-

istics seem to explain covariation in ratings and achievement regardless

of the TRF empìoyed. PERCEPT characteristics also explain some of the

variance in ratings independent of achievement (and vice-versa) regard-

ìess of the TRF employed.

Subsequent analyses found the mininlum number of PERCEPT character-

ist ics and I''IEASURES x PERCEPT character ist ics necessary to account for

a large percentage of the variance explained by the respective set.

After entering the T,0, and T x 0 sets of characteristics each PERCEPT

characteristic was entered in the anaìyses in a forward (stepwise)
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manner. After entering the T through M x T x 0 sets of characteristics,

each MEASURES x PERCEPT characteristic was also entered in the anaìyses

in a forward (stepwise) manner. For each ratings/achievement criterion,

the results were highly consistent. As shown in Tabìe B, studentsl

Perceptions of instructors¡ need for achievement (pnCH) was always the

first characteristic to enter the PERCEPT equations, was significantly

related to the criterion, and generally accounted for BOZ of the crit-

erion variance explained by the set of PERCEPT characteristics. ln add-

ition, M x PACII was always the first characteristic to enter the M x p

equations, was significantly related to the criterion, and generaì ly

accounted for B0% of the criterion variance explained by the set of

M x P characteristics.
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TABL E

Forward (Stepwi se) Repeated

Best Subset of

O

Measures MRAs to Find

P red i ctors

Sou rce t4sdfSS C ha nge
in R2

Propor-
t ion

of Set

!l
*l

Ël

;l

PERCEPT (p)
PAC H

PU

PAFF

PD

Error

P

x PACH

xPU
x PAFF
xPD

Error

1 44.089
117.225

14 .llg
12.021
0. 064

359.302

126.400
1 03 .002

1 0. 596
12.267
0.535

346 .1 43

36.023
117 .225

14.778
12.021
0.064
1 .021

3r .600
103.002
10.596
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0.535
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35.282
114.814
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1o\.783
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.062 I .000
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.005 .081
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.000 . 000

Mx
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M

M
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4
1

1

1

I

352

4
I
1

'l

I

352
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.00¡

. 001

.001
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. 001

.001

. 001

.001

.46t
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I .000
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âl
-.¡l

ãl
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=-l
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PAF F

PU

Error

MxP
M x PACH

M x PAFF
MxPU
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Error

508.749
429.996
38.879
20.232
19.642

1075.708

528.417
402.334
39.862
25.325
3.912

r 034. I 00

127.187
429.996
38.879
20.232
19.642
3.056

132.104
402.33\
39.862
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3.912
2.938

41.169
1 40. 705

12.722
6.620
6.427

44.964
1 36 .941
13.568
8.620
1 .332

.062 1 .000

.052 .839

. 005 .08 I

.002 .032

.002 .032

.057 1 .000

.049 . B6o

.005 .0BB

.003 .053

.000 .000
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1

I
1

1

352
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1
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1
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352
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. 001
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.249
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Error

MxP
M x PACH

MxPU
M x PAFF
MxPD

Error

500.301
395.617
79.227
22.345
3.112

Bst.gSg

461.462
369.103
69 .088
22.693

0. 578
788.374

l+

'¡

1

1

1

352

4

I

I
1

i
352

125.075
395.6t7
79.227
22.345
3.112
2.369

115.366
369.103
69 . oB8
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2.240

52.797
166.997
33 .443
g.tgz
r.3'r4

51 .503
164.778
30.843
i0.131
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. 001

. 001

. 002

.253
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. 001

.001

.002

.612

.065 I . ooo

. 05 r .785
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.003 .046

.000 .000

.060 I .000

.048 .Bo0

.009 . 1 50

.003 .050
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DISCUSSION

The Student 0pi n ion Construct

The present study failed to find evidence of a meaningful relation-

ship between ratings and student personaì ity characteristics independ-

ent of teacher characteristics. Neither the set of four O\,/N character-

istics (which represented the four factors that accounted for most of

the ACL variance) nor the set of 12 TEACHER by 0t/N interactions expìained

a significant amount of variance in any of the three rating criteria.
This suggests that students form opinions about an instructorts teaching

effectiveness independent of the studentsr personal ity characteristics.

These findings are inconsistent with the conclusions of Follman (lglS)

and Feldman (lgll) who suggested either a strong or moderate relation-

ship existed between several student characteristics and ratings.

Based on prior evidence, it was further predicted that student

characte¡'istics more readiìy associated with the educational environ-

ment might relate to rat ings. However, the set of 0\^/N character ist ics,

wlrich incìuded a scale (nCH) related to an educational context, and the

set of TEACHER by 0l^/N characteristics never explained a signif icant

amount of rating variance or accounted for much more than 1% of rating

var i ance. Thus , no support was found for th i s pred i ct i on.

There are many possible explanations for these inconsistencies.

Three aPpear most I ikeìy. First, most prior fielC research, where stu-

dents were not randomly assigned to classes, used an undesîrabìe unit

of anaìysis--pooled students--to determine the reìationship between stu-

dent characterístics and ratings. Thus, contrary to the present study,
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the relationship between ratings and student characteristics in these

studies may not be independent of teacher effects on ratings. Second,

the present use of a laboratory setting afforded a degree of experi-

mental control typically unavailable in prior studies. VJhile the lab-

oratory setting increased the ,internal val idity" (campbeì I 6 stanìey,

1963) of the study, it may have affected the ,external val idity, of

the findings' making the results incomparable to prior field research.

Third, this study is the first to use the ACL as a personal ity measure

to examine the relationship between student characteristics and ratings.
unique properties of the ACL compared to other measures may also expìain

the incons¡stencies.

Several researchers have been interested in the match, congruence,

or simi larity of students and teachers as it reìates to student ratings.

Researchers may investigate the perceived simi larity between students and

teachers or actual teacher-student simi Iari ty. The present study add-

ressed researchers interested in the relationship between perceived sim-

i lari ty and rat i ngs. But rather than compute the correìat ion between

Perceived similarity scores and ratings, TRF scores were regressed on the

constituent variables of a perceived simi larity score: student's own

score and the studentrs ratings of the instructorrs personal ity. As

previously noted, the set of O\,r/N characteristics díd not account for any

meaningful rat¡ng variance. However, for al I three rating cri teria, the

set of PERCEPT characteristics accounted for at least 1oZ of the variance

in ratings. llow students perceive the personality characteristics of their
instructors appears related to their teacher effectiveness ratings. More-

over'student perceptions of instructors' needs to achieve was the singìe

best pred i ctor of the set of pERcEpr characteri st ics. I nterest i ng ly,
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this variable appears more closely related to an educationaì environ-

nrent than the remaining pERCEpT characteristics.

At this point, researchers may want to reconsider the use of per-
ceived similaríty scores which require the measurement of OwN and pERcEpT

scores. The Present investigation demonstrated that a correlation
between ratings and perceived simi larity scores could be substantial ìy
explained by the correìation between ratinEs and PERCEpT scores alone.

unfortunateìy, the PERCEPT/ratings reìationship is difficult to inter-
pret; several expìanations are possible. students may rate their in_

structorrs teaching effectiveness based on their impressions of instruc-
tor Personality. According to this explanation, an instructorrs ratings
might improve if that instructor successfuìly altered student impres-

s ions of h is/her persona I ity. ln support of thi s hypothes is, \,/are and

vJiìliams (1975) found that lecturer expressiveness (¡.e., enthusiasm,

humor, charisma, etc.) affected teacher ratings. A second possible

explanation is that students form impressions of instructor,s person-

aì ity based on their impressions of the instructor,s teaching effective-
ness. For example, students who highly rate an instructor might

ascribe certain personaì traits to that instructor whi le students who

poorly rate that instructor might fornr different impressions of the

instructor's personal ity. Yet another explanation is that students form

impressions of both an instructorrs personaì ity and teaching effective-
ness based on some other factor such as a student characteristic not

identified in the present. study. Further research is necessary to deter-
mi ne which of these al ternat ives i s correct.

For researchers interested in the validity of the student opinion
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construct, these data suggest that student personal ity characteristics

do not account for variabiì ity in ratings which cannot be explained by

teacher characteristics. These findings are evidence for the vaì idity

of ratings for researchers whose goal is a TRF which is not affected by

characteristics presumed to be unrelated to teacher effectiveness. The

rel at i onshi p between PERCEPT character i st i cs and rat i ngs found here may

not be sufficient evidence to judge TRF val idity. Because there are

a variety of ways that this reìationship may have occurred, care should

be exercised in making any val idity judgments.

Student Achievement

As might be expected, TEACHER characteristics expìained a ìarge

percentage (30.8%) of the variance in student achievement. lJhi le sev-

eral other sets of characteristics (i.u., OWN characteristics, TEACHER

by OV/N characteristics) were significantly reìated to achievement, they

each accounted for less than 3% of the achievement variance. 0nly the

set of TEACHER by PERCEPT interactions related meaningful ly to student

achievement. ln general, this interaction suggests that the way teacher

characteristics affect achievement is dependent on student perceptions

of an instructorrs personaì ity. More specifical ly, one might consider

only the teacher style by student perception of instructor deference

(s x po) factor, which accounted for Bo% of the achievement variance

explained by the set. Thi s interaction suggests that the influence of

an instructorrs teaching style on achievement is mediated by the stu-

dentrs Perceptions of his/her deference (i."., degree of conscientiousness)
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Thus, a particuìar teacher

when the s tuden ts perce i ve

sc i ent iousness.

le nray produce greater achievement only

teacher as having a certain degree of con-

sty

the

The significant set of TEACHER by PERCEPT interactions is consis-

tent wi th a trai t-treatment interaction approach to instructional effec-

tiveness; TEACHER (treatment) and student (trai t) characteristics inter-

acted. However, the actual student tra i t i nvol ved here may be el us i ve.

As suggested above, student differences in the PERCEPT characteristics

may be due to a variety of factors incìuding theír expected achievement

test score.

The Rat ings/Achievement Relationship

For researchers interested in the ratings/achievement relationship,

the factors of interest are those which: (a) explain variabi ì ity in

both ratings and achievement, and/or (U) explain variabiì ity in ratîngs

independent of achievement (or vice-versa). For the set of OVJN charac-

teristics this amounts to examining both the OVJN nra in ef fect and the ¡WN

by MEASURES interaction. A significant O\^llJ nrain effect suggests that

variabi I ity in both ratings and achievement can be explained by student

personality clraracteristics. A signif icant interaction suggests that

student personal ity characteristics account for variabi I ity in ratings

independent of achievement (or vice-versa). Finding a signîficant main

effect or interaction is of înterest when the correìation between ratings

and achievement is computed across classmeans and students differ from

class-to-class in mean student personality characteristics. tr/hen students

are equivalent from cìass-to-cìass, the ratings/achievement correlation

cannot be affected by student clraracteri stics.
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There was no evidence of a meaningful relationship between student

Personal i ty characteri st ics and any of the three rat i ng/achievement

criteria. There were no significant OWN main effects or OWN by I1EASURES

interactions. ln addition, the TEACHER by owN and MEASURES by TEACHER

by OL/N interactions faiìed to reach signif icance.

There were significant PERCEPT main effects and PERCEPT by I4EASURES

interactions for aì ì ratings/achievement cri teria. The sîngle best pre-

dictor of the set of PERCEPT characteristics vras student perceptions of

instructorrs needs to achieve. This variabìe appears more cìosely related

to an educational environment than the remaining PERCEPT characteristics.

The singìe best predictor of the set of interactions was I4EASURES by

student perceptions of i nstructorrs needs to achieve. These find ings

suggest that variability in ratings and achievement can be explained by

PERcEPT characteristics. Also, variabi ì ity in ratings independent of

achievement (or vice-versa) can be explained by PERCEPT characteristics.

For researchers interested in the relationship between ratings and

teacher-produced ach ievement these data suggest that student persona I i ty

characteristics do not affect thÌs relationship. \{hen the correlation

between ratings and achievement is computed across cìassmeans, the cor-

reìation wi ì ì not be affected by student personal ity characteristics

regardless of how students differ from class-to-cìass.

0n the other hand, if students are not equivalent from class-to-class,

the correlation between ratings and teacher-produced achievement may be

affected by student percept ions of i nstructor persona I i ty. By i tsel f,
this may not be sufficient evidence to judge TRF val idity because the

Process by which students from their impressions of instructor personal ity
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is not known. ln contrast, one might argue that these PERCEPT charac-

teristics account for variabil ity in ratings and achievement beyond that

accounted for by teacher characteristîcs. And regardless of how stu-

dents form judgments of instructor personal ity, this set of student char-

acteristîcs may affect the correlation between ratings and teacher-

produced achi evement.

Caut i ons and Suggest ions for Further Research

The cautions described in Leventhaì et al . (lgll) and Perry et al.

(igZB) concerning teacher effectiveness research conducted in laboratory

settings apply to the present investigation. These include: (a) the

experimental conditions differed from a real cìass; (b) the muìt¡pìe-

choice quiz may have been a poor psychometric device and probably mea-

sured onl y short-term learning; and (c) anaìyzing onìy the mean res-

Ponses to TRF items ignores possible relationships between individual

items or factors and teacher or student characteristics. ln addition,

there are other cautions unique to this study.

First, onìy I inear relationships were examined in this study.

Nonl inear relationships between student characteristics and the cri terion

measures were not examined. The addition of nonl inear components would

have made the analyses unmanageabìy large and compì icated. More impor-

tantìy, there was not sufficient theoreticaì or empirical evidence avai I-

able to suggest meaningfuì nonl inear relationships. Nevertheless, such

relationships may exi st.

Second, the ACL was used as a broadband measure of student person-

al ity. I'/hi le it may measure a number of meaningful student personaìity
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dimensions, by no means did it exhaust the entire spectrum. So, the

finding of no relationship between student personal i ty characteristics

and either ratings or achievement shouìd be understood in this I ight.

Third, students participated in the study in two hour sessions.

They compìeted the ACL for the instructor immediately after completing

the TRF and quiz. Responses to the teacher ACL might have been differ-
ent if the students were less tired or had more of an opportunity to

reflect on the Personal ity characteristics of the videotaped lecturer.

The results of this study should be repl icated in a non-ìaboratory

setting. Several sections of a multisection course, taught by different

instructors' and empìoying a corrmon final exam wouìd be needed to con-

fi rm the present findings under more naturaì classroom conditions. ln

addition, it would be of interest to determine the degree to which stu-

dents differ from class-to-cìass on Otr/N and PERCEpT characteristics.

lf students are not different between cìasses then neither 01,/N nor pERCEpT

characteristics can affect the rat¡ngs/achievement relationship computed

across cìass section means. F¡nal ìy, the processes that affect student

PERCEPTS need to be probed. Thís might be accomplished in severaì ways.

Generally, one might question students about how they form opinions of

an instructorrs personaì ity. More specifical ly, it may be of interest

to determine whether PERCEPT judgments are based on student evaluations

of teaching. Here, one might compare the pERcEpr scores assigned to

teachers observed teaching or engaged in some non-instructionaì activity.
Also, the effects of testing on pERCEpr scores might be probed. Here,

one might compare quiz and no quiz students.
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I NSTRUCT I ONS

Because of the growing interest in improving university instruction,
val id methods for measuring facul ty teaching performance are in great
denland. Since the student is the consumer of the teachîng process, the
student seems to be the best person to evaluate it. Student evaluations
of courses are tlrerefore increasingly important at the University of
Manitoba and other universities throughouE the world.

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to determine whether student rat-
ings realìy are val id measures of teaching effectiveness. There may be
some unknown, uncontrol led processes which infìuence the outcome of stu-
dent evaluations and make the results less useful. 0ne way to soìve this
probìem is to conduct laboratory experiments where the factors that might
influence the outcome of student evaluations are control led.

Therefore, we are conducting a series of control led experiments to
determine the val idity of student ratings of university instructors. ln
particular, the present study is concerned with the reactions of different
types of students to university instructors. Your first task today wil I

be to describe yourself on an adjective check list so that we can learn
something about you. You will then be shown an unedited videotape of a
lecture delivered by an instructor who has voìunteered to participate in
this experiment. Following the videotape, you will be asked to give your
impressions of the instructorrs teaching performance. ln addition, you
will be given a short quiz to determine how much you recall of the lecture.
(S¡nce you may want to take notes on the lecture, you have been provided
with a pencil and paper.) Finalìy, we wiìl ask you to describe your per-
sonal impressions of the instructor on an adjective check I ist.

Please note that it is important that other peopìe participating in
this experiment after you have no preconceived notions about ¡t. There-
fore, please do not discuss this experiment with anyone after you leave.
lf you have any questions about what to do during the experiment, please
raise your hand; do not shout questions out. A more complete description
of this study wi I I be gîven at the end of todayrs session.
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ADJECT I VE CHECI( L I ST TO DESCR I BE YOURSELF

NOTE: For this adjective check list, use IBM answer sheets A and B.

The fol lowing t\^,o pages contain a I ist of adjectives. Please read

them quickìy. lf you consider an adjective to be self-descriptive, filì

in alternative "T" (true) on the appropriate IBM answer sheet. lf the

adjective does not describe you, leave the alternative bìank. Do not

worry about dupl ications, contradictions, and so forth. VJork quickly and

do not spent too much time on any one adjective. Try to be frank, and

select those adjectives which describe you as you really are, not as

you would I ike to be.



NOTE: For the adjectives appearing below, use
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IBM answer sheet 'rAr'.

4101 gìoomy
Al 02 good- ì ook i ng
Al 03 good-na tu red
Al 04 9 reedy
Al05 handsome
Al 06 ha rd-headed
4107 ha rd -hea rted
A1 08 hasty
A1 09 headstrong
A1l0 heaìthy
Alll helpfuì
4112 high-strung
A1 13 honest
A1i4 hostile
4115 humorous
A1l6 hurried
A117 ideal ístic
Ai 1B imaginative
All9 irnmature
4120 impatient
A121 impulsive
4122 i ndependent
4123 indifferent
A124 individual istic
4125 i ndustr íous
A126 infantile
4127 i nforma I

Al 28 i ngen i ous
4129 inhibited
Al30 initiative
Al31 ins ightful
4132 intelìigent
4133 interests narrow
4134 interests wicle
4135 intolerant
A1 36 i nvent i ve
4137 irresponsible
Al38 irritable
4139 jol ìy
Al40 l< índ
Ai4i lazy
A142 leisurely
A143 ìogical
Al 44 I oud
4145 ìoyal
A146 mannerly
A147 mascul ine
Al 48 mature
A1 49 meek
4150 nrethod ica I

A1 absent-minded
AZ act i ve
A3 adaptab I e
A4 adventurous
A5 affected
A6 affectionate
A7 aggress ive
AB a lert
A9 aì oof
410 ambitious
Al 1 anxious
A12 apathet ic
413 appreciative
414 argumentative
415 arrogant
Al6 artistic
A17 assert i ve
AlB attractive
419 autocratic
420 awkward
421 b i tter
A22 bì ustery
423 boastfu I

A24 bossy
425 calm
A26 capabl e
427 ca re I ess
A2B caut i ous
429 changeabl e
430 cha rm i ng
A3 I chee rfu I

432 civi I ized
A33 clear-thinking
434 c I ever
435 coa rse
A16 col d
437 commonpì ace
A3B compìaining
A39 compl i cated
440 conce i ted
441 conf i dent
A42 confused
443 consc i ent i ous
444 conservat i ve
445 cons i derate
A46 contented
A47 convent iona I

448 cool
449 cooperat i ve
450 cou rageous

451 cowardl y
452 cruel
453 curïous
A54 cyn i ca I
455 dari ng
A56 dece i t fu I
A57 defens i ve
A5B del iberate
459 demand i ng
A60 dependable
A6 1 dependent
A62 despondent
A63 determined
A6t+ disnified
A65 d î screet
A66 disorderly
A67 dissatîsfied
A68 distractible
A69 distrustful
470 donli nant
471 dreamy
472 dul I

473 easy goi ng
A74 effemi nate
A75 efficient
A76 egot i st i cal
477 emot i ona I

A78 energet i c
479 enterpri s ing
AB0 enthus îastic
481 evas ive
AB2 exc i tabl e
AB3 fa i r-mi nded
ABq fauìt-finding
AB5 fearfu 1

A86 feminine
AB7 fickle
ABB fl i rtar ious
489 fool i sh
490 forcefuì
491 fores i ghted
A92 forgetful
A93 forgiving
A94 forma I

495 frank
A96 friendly
A97 fr i vol ous
A9B fussy
499 generous
A1 00 gent I e

REMEMBER; SELF-DESCRIPTIVE = rrTrr (true)
NOT SELF-DESCR I PT I VE = BLANK
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N0TE: For the adjectives appeari ng below, use I Bl'l answer sheet "B'r.

8101 strong
8102 s tubbo rn
B10j subrnissive
Bl04 suggestible
8105 sutky
B'106 superstitious
8107 suspicious
Bl 08 symparhet i c
B I 09 tactfu I

B'1 10 tact less
8111 talkative
Bl I 2 tempe ramenta I

811 3 tense
81'14 thankless
tsl15 thorough
811 6 thought fu ì

3117 thrifty
Blltt rimid
Ul19 tolerant
8720 rouchy
8121 tough
8122 trusting
8123 unaffected
8124 unambitious
8125 unassumi ng
B1t26 unconven t i ona l
8127 undependab l e
Bl 2B unde rs tand i ng
8129 unemot i ona I
Bl 30 unexc i tab I e
Bl31 unfriendly
B13Z uninhibited
8133 unintel I igent
8134 unk i nd
8135 unreaì istic
8136 unscrupu I ous
B'l3l unself ish
Bl3B unstable
8139 vindictive
8140 versat i le
B14i warm
8142 \va ry
B1 43 weak
8144 whiny
ts1 45 whol esome
D1l,/ulro wlse
8147 withclraln
Bl 48 wi tty
8149 worrying
B15O zany

81 mild
B2 mischievous
83 moderate
84 modes t
85 moody
86 nagg i ng
87 natu ra I

BB ne rvous
89 noise
810 obl iging
B1 I obnoxious
812 opinionated
813 opportunistic
B 14 opt im i s t i c
815 organ i zed
816 original
817 outgo i ng
B l 8 outspoken
819 painstaking
820 pat i ent
821 peaceable
822 pecul iar
823 persever i ng
82\ persistent
825 pessimistic
826 pl anful
827 p I easant
B2B pìeasure-seeking
829 po i sed
830 pol ished
831 p ract i ca I

832 praising
833 preci se
834 prejud i ced
835 preoccupied
836 progress ive
837 prud i sh
838 qua r re I some
839 queer
840 qu i ck
u¿+ I qu ret
842 qu i t t i ng
843 rat i ona I

844 rattlebrained
845 real istic
846 reasonab I e
847 rebeì I ious
848 reckless
B49 refl ect i ve
850 re I axed

851 rel iable
852 resentfu l
853 reserved
85|q resou rcefu I

855 responsible
856 rest I ess
857 retiring
B5B risid
859 robus t
860 rucle
861 sa rcas t i c
862 sel f-centered
863 sel f-conf i dent
864 sel f-cont roì I ed
865 se I f-deny i ng
896 self-pityins
867 self-punishing
868 se I f-seek i ng
869 sel fi sh
B7O sensitive
871 sentimentaì
872 serious
873 seve re
874 sexy
875 sha I ìow
876 s ha rp -w i t tecl
87l sh if t less
B7B show-off
879 shrewd
BB0 shy
BBl silent
882 simple
BB-3 s incere
BB4 sl ipshod
885 s ìow
886 sly
887 smug
BBB snobb i sh
BB9 sociable
890 soft-hearted
B9i soph i st i cated
892 spendthrifr
893 sp i ne I ess
894 spontaneous
895 s pun kv
896 staulå
897 s ready
B9B s te rn
899 srinsy
Bl00 stol id

REMEMBER: SËLF-DESCRIPTIVE - ,,T,, (true)
NOT SELF-DESCR I pT I VE = BLANK
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TEACHER EVALUATION

NOTE: For the teacher evaluation, use items numbered I - 44 on IBM

answer sheetrrCrr.

The fol lowing quest ions are intended to evaluate your impress ions

of the înstructor in the videotape. Base your responses on the instruc-
torrs performance you have just observed and what you expect your

reactions would be if you were to take a course from the instructor.
Some of the questions you may find difficult to answer but nevertheless,

IAKC A bCSt gUESS. PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE ANY ANSWERS BLANTT. PIease mark

your responses on the IBM answer sheet provided. Do not mark this form.

Aìso, please enter only your name and not your student number on the

IBM answer sheet.
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C1. How would you rate the instructor in general (aì l-around) teaching
abi I i ty?
(") poor and inadequate instructor
(b) an adequate, but not stimulating instructor
(.) a good instructor
(d) a very good instructor
(") an outstanding and stimulating instructor

Each of the follorving staËemenËs describes a basic component of teaching.
Give Èhe lnstructor an overall rating for each component, reserving the
highest scores for unusually effective performance. Use the following
scale to determine your ratlng:

(a) well belol¡r average
(b) below average
(c) average
(d) above average
(e) well above average

C2. Discuss points of view other than his own.

C3. Explains clearly.
C4. Encourage class discussion.
C5. Has a genuine interest in students.
C6. ls a dynamic and energetic person.

C7. Has an interesting style of presentation.
CB. Contrasts impl ications of various theories.
C9. lnvites students to share their knowledge and experiences.

C 10. ls friendly toward students.

C11. ls well prepared.

C12. Discusses recent deveìopments in the field.
C13. Presents origins of ideas and concepts.

C 14. Gives lectures that are easy to outl ine.

C15. Relates to students as individuals.
C 16. Seems to enjoy teach i ng.

C17. Gives references for more interesting and involved points.
C lB. ls enthusiastic about his subject.
C 19. Seems to have sel f-confidence.
C20. Recognizes and greets students out of class.
C21. Clarifies thinking by identifying reasons for questions.

C22. lnvites criticism of his own ideas.

C23. ls careful and precise in answering questions.
^ ^lC24. Summarizes major points.
C25. ls accessible to students out of cìass.
C26. l(nows if class is understanding him or not.
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Below you wlll find an addít1ona1 seríes of statemenEs about the lecturerin the videotape you Just saw. Please read each statement carefully,
and respond to each using the fo11ow1ng scale:

(a) Improvement definitely needed
(b) tr'leak performance
(c) Good performance
(d) Verv good perfor:mance
(e) Exceptional performance

THE LECTURER:

C27. Spoke understandably.
C28, l(new if students understood hinr.

C29. Showed an interest in students.
C30. lncreased your appreciation for the subjects.
C31. Gave several examples to explain complex ideas.
C32. l(new h is subject matter.

Below you will find another series of statements about the lecturer in
the vldeoËaPe you just saw. Please read each statement carefully, and res-
pond to each using the following scale:

(a) I strongly dísagree wÍÈh the statement.
(b) I disagree wirh the statement.
(c) Neutral, I neither agree nor disagree.
(d) I agree with the statement.
(e) I strongly agree wíÈh rhe statement.

THE LECTURER:

C33. Stressed important nraterial .

C34. Was an effective ìecturer.
C35, Has a good sense of humour.

C 36. 0rgan i zed and presented subject matter weì I .

c37. lnspi red confidence in his knowledge of the subject.
C38. Broadened my interest in the subject.
C39. Explained the subject clearly.
C 40. lncreased my knowìedge of the subject.
C 41. Stimulated my rhinking.
C 42. \,las enthus iast ic about the subject.
C43. Made learning enjoyable.
C 44. Did not often leave me confused.
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qu rz

NOTE: For the quiz, use items numbered 45 - 75 on IBM ansvrer sheet rrCrr.

DIRECTIONS: This is a quiz over the lecture on sex roles. Please

answer the questions to the best of your abiìity. No one is expected

to get all the answers correct. lf you are in doubt about the answer to

a question, then guess.

Please pìace your answers on the computed-scored arrswer sheet wlrich

has been provided. Please do not mark in the test bookìet.

Al I responses must be made us i ng the penci I provi ded. Pl ease choose

the one best answer for each item.



C45. "Sex role identÍty" is
a. the same as sexual preference
b. one component of sexual identlty
c. the same as gender identity
d. bipolar

C46. Trarlltional conceptions of sex role idenLity have
to the notl-on of androgyny, rvhich conceptualizes
(Choose the alternarive that fills in Ëhe blanks
a. masculine; feminine
b. feminine; masculíne
c. one dimensional; tr^ro dimensional
d. tr'¡o dimensional; one dimensíonal

C47. An androgynous person would be

a. high on positive masculine characterist.ics and
is tics

b. low on positive masculine characterístics ancl
istics

c. high on both positive ma.sculine ancl
d. low on both masculine and feminine
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b een , in contrast
sex-role identi
in the correct

ty as
order. )

lorv on feminine character-

high on feminine character-

f eminine char:acteris ti_cs
characteris tics

c4B' older eviclence suggests that strongly sex-typecl mal-es, comparecl to less "nascu-linert nales

a. are better :rdjusted throughout the lÍ,fe span
b. are less well adjuste.d throughout the l_ife span
c. are better adjusted in adolesccnce but not later
d. ar:e less vrell adjusted in adolescence but not later

c49. The inajor aclvantage of being anclrogynous is, in general terms:
a. índependence
b. nurturance and intimacy
c. financial
d. f le:<íb:i-liry

CSO' In an experiment in rvhich subjects hacl to perfonn cross-sex behaviors
a. anclrogynous people felt badly about themselves
b. strongly sex-typed peopre felt baclr-y about themselves
c. androgynous peoples e)cpressed anger at being force-cl to do the behaviorsd. sex-typed people rùere moïe successful at the task.

c51' The group(s) that did best in the experiments ínvolving juclgements of hu¡nour
Ilre fe

a. masculíne and feninine subjects
b. androgynous and feminine subjects
c. nasculine and androgynous subjects
cl. nasculine subjects
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C52. In the experiments in r,rhich subjects were asked to converse with another per-
son, the group(s) that dicl best rvere

a. masculine and femlnine subjects
b. androgynous and feur-inLne subjects
c. masculine ancl androgynous subjects
d . mas cul-ine sub j ects

C53. An androgynous model of sex-roles r^¡ould move the traditional rnale sex-role
tovrard a greater emphasís on

a. intimacy and self-esteem
b, Índependence and self-esteem
c. 1-nt1-macy ancl experiencing of emotions
d. self-esteem and experiencing of emotions

C54. The interpersonal behavior circle describes behavj-or as falling along r^rhat
tr.¡o dimensions?

a. acceptance-rejection
b. dominance-femininity
c, dominance-acceptance
d. dominance-androgyny

C55. Most traditional religíons have treated rvomen

a. as inferior
b, with respecl
c. as mants equal
d. as superior

CS6. Tne study in v¡hich people rvere asked to judge the severity of disturbance
indicated in brief written descriptions of therapy illustrated the price one
pays for
a. beíng too strongly sex-typed
b. deviating from traditional sex-roles
c, being androgynous
d., being overly fe-minine

C57. A study in whích ralings rvere done of identical articles, on which only the
sex of the author rvas changed, showed

a. 'Eeminine appropriate" topics authored by female authors üIere rated higher
b. having a male author resultecl in higher ratíngs for both "female"aÞprop-

ríatet' and ttmale appropriate" topics
c. hawing a male author resultecl ín higher rating for only "male appropriate"

topics
d, none of ã, b, or c is a correct statement
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C5S. In the study of choices among sex-typed behaviors, the most money was sac-
rificed by

a. strongly sex-typed people
b. people v¡ith virtually no sex-role identity
c. androgynous people
d. masculine typed people

C59. the lecturer stressed four characteristics of the effective person:
a. sex-role appropriate behavior, sexual preference, high self-esteem,

openness to crying behaviors
b. intímacy, sex-role appropriate behavior, openness to emotions, humbleness
c- high self-esteem, intimacy, openness to emotions, inclependence
d. moclerate self-esteeme sex-role appropriate behavior, Íntimacy, inclep-

endence

C60' On the ínterpersonal behavior círcle, the traditional masculine sex-role
would be best defined by the r^¡ords

a. friendly-dominant
b, hostile dominant
c. active-clomínant
d. passive-donrinarrt

C6L, Ihe term "gender identity'r refers to
a. one's attitude torvard peopS-e who engage in sex-role ínappropriate be-

haviors
b. one's attitucle toward people of the same sex, rvith regard to sexual

behavior
c. the personts attitude tolvard his or her orvn body
d. the same thing as "sex-role Ídentíty"

C62. An androgynous model of sex roles would move the traditional female sex role
toward a greater emphasis on

a. intirnacy and self-esteem
b . independence ancl s el_ f -es teem
c. intÍmacy anrl experiencÍng of emotions
d. self-esteem ancl experiencing of emotions

C63. T'he experiments dealing with judgements of humour were measuring
a. ability to sense nuances of mood in others
b. complexity of understanding of humourous messages
c. the continuous or discontinuous naËure of bipolar climensíons
d. independence of juclgement

c64. the lecturer poínted out that effemÍnate behaviors in males

a. are innate in some people
b. are not natural behaviors
c. are only subtly different from m¿rscul,ine behaviors;
d. are correlatecl l¡ith honosexuality
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C65. In one study, pr:ofessionals made juclgements on what emotional-ly healthy
people are 1ike. It v¡assfound that
a. their clescription of a "healthy person" fit their descriptions of a

"healthy man" and t'healthy trromantt e-qually l.re1l
b. their descrÍplion of a "healthy person" rüas more líke the "healthy man"

than the tthealthy 
trn¡omant'

c. their descriptions of a "healthy persontt\^ras rnore like the I'healthy
womantt than the t'healthy mantt

d. none of ã, b, or c, is a correct statement of the results of the study

C66. trrlhen the lecturer referred to rnasculinity and femininity as orthogonal
corûponents of androgyny, he meant t_hat

a. they are incìependent couponents
b. they are on a bipolar scale
c. they are continuous variables, in the sense that there is no clear divid-

Íng line where one stops and the other starts
d. they are incornpat.lble wlth each other

C67. Strongly sex-typed feminine r\7onìen tend to
a- be more loving than androgynous rvomerr
b. have lower self-esteem
c. be more controlling
d. avoíd talkíng wíth other people

C68. Tn Bem's study of the performance of sex-typed behaviors, the most money \^ras
offered for choosing

a. an equal balance among the behaviors offered
b. sex-role appropriate behaviors
c. cross-sex behavi-ors
d. feminine-appropriate behavÍors
e. male-appropriate behaviors

C 69. The lecturer said that tradit.ional sex-roles
a. are natural consequences of inborn sex-linlcecl char¡rcteristlcs
b. although not Decessarily natural, are the most adaptive arrangement for

human society
c. should be abandoned because the evidence clearly índicates that no char-

acteristics should be gender-l"inked
d. needlessly lirnit peoplers lives in some ways

C 70. The lecturer suggested tl-rat sexism

a. probably exists in everyone to some extent
b. can be eliininated by receiving training as a mental health professional
c. serves some valid functions in society as ít is currently structured
d. both a and. c are correct
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C7I. The group that r¿ould be most, likely to be hígh on anxiety is
a. strongly sex-typed feminine rvomerr

b. strongly sex-typed masculine men
c. strongly androgynous middle-aged men
c. strongly androgynous rniddle-aged l.romen

C72. I{hether a person is masculine, femínine or androgynous j-s related to hís/her
a. sexual preference
b. sex-role identity
c. gender identity
d. place on the bípolar continuum

C73. The lecturer stressed trvo main perspectíves for the lístener totake in under-
standing Ëhe significance of androgyny:

a. oners view of oneself and of society, with regard to gender ídentity
b. onets view of others and of socÍety, with regard to sexual preference
c. onets view of oneself and of others, with regard to sex-roles
d. onets rrier+ of oneself and of others, with regard to sexual preferences

C74. The lecturer suggested that many behavioría1 differences that define effemin-
ate anci masculine actions are

a. the result of differences in bone structure
b. subtle and learned
c. irrelevant to oEherrs view of what the person has to say
d. natural

Please answer the follorving question on the IBM sheet:
C75. Have you had this material (lecture) in class?

a. Yes
b. No
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ADJECTIVE CHECK LI ST TO DESCRI BE THE INSTRUCTOR

NOTE: For this adjectiye check ì ist, use IBM answer sheets D and E.

The foì lowing two pages contain a I ist of adjectives. Pìease read

them quickly. lf you consider an adjective to be descriptive of the

instructor in the videotape, f ill in alternative rrTrr (true) on the

appropriate IBM answer sheet. lf the adjective does not describe the

instructor, leave the alternative blank. Do not worry about dupl ications,

contradict ions, and so forth. l^/ork qu ickly and do not spend too much

time on any one adjective. Try to be frank, and select those adjectives

which describe the instructor as he really is, not as you would like

him to be.



N0TE: For the adj ect i ves appear i ng bel ow, use

125

lBl4 answer sheet "D".

D101 gìoonry
D102 good-looking
Di 03 good-natured
Dl 04 g reedy
D I 05 handsome
Dl 06 ha rd-headed
Dl07 ha rd-hea rted
Dl 08 has ty
0109 headstrong
D1l0 healthy
D111 heìpfuì
D112 high-strung
D113 honest
Dil\ hostile
D115 humorous
0116 hurried
Dl17 ideal istic
DltB imaginative
D1l9 immature
D'120 impatient
0121 impulsive
D122 i ndependent
0123 indifferent
D124 individualisrîc
D125 industrious
D126 infanti le
D127 í nforma I

D12B ingenious
D129 inhibited
D130 initíative
D131 insightful
0132 intel I igent
0133 interests narrow
Dl34 interests wide
D135 intolerant
D136 inventive
D137 i rrespons i bì e
Dt38 irritable
D139 jol ly
Dt40 kind
Dl 4l lazy
0142 leisurely
D143 logicaì
Dl 44 I oud
0145 I oya I
D146 mannerly
D147 mascul ine
D148 nrature
D1 49 meek
Di 50 method i ca I

Dl absent-rninded
D2 act ive
D3 adaptab I e
D4 adventurous
D5 a ffected
t6 affect ionate
D7 aggress i ve
DB alert
D9 aloof
D10 ambitious
D1 I anxious
012 apathet i c
Dl3 appreciative
D14 argumentative
D15 arrogant
Dl6 artistíc
D17 assert i ve
DIB attractive
D19 autocratic
D?-0 awkwa rd
D21 b i tter
D22 b I ustery
D23 boastfu I

D24 bossy
D25 calm
026 capable
027 ca re I ess
DzB caut ious
029 changeable
D30 cha rmi ng
D3 1 cheerfu I

032 civiìized
D33 clear-thinking
D34 cl eve r
D35 coarse
D36 col d

D37 commonpl ace
D38 complaining
039 compl i cated
D40 conce i ted
D41 conf i dent
D42 confused
D43 conscientious
D44 conservat i ve
045 cons i derate
D46 con tented
D47 convent i ona I

D48 cool
D49 cooperat i ve
D50 cou rageous

D5l coward I y
052 crueì
D53 curious
D54 cyn i ca I

D55 dari ng
D56 decei tful
D57 defens i ve
D58 del iberate
059 demand i ng
D60 dependab I e
D6l dependent
D62 despondent
D63 determi ned
D64 dignified
065 d i screet
066 disorderly
D67 dissatisfied
D68 distractibìe
D69 distrusrful
D70 domi nant
D71 d reamy
072 dul I

D73 easy going
Dl4 effemi nate
075 effi ci ent
076 egot i st i ca I
077 emot ional
D7B energetic
D79 enterprising
DB0 enthus iastic
D81 evas i ve
D82 exci tabl e
DB3 fa i r-mi nded
D84 fault-finding
DB5 fea rfu I

D86 feminine
D87 fickle
D8B fl i rtatious
D89 fool i sh
D90 forcefu I

D91 fores i ghted
D92 forgetfu ì

D93 forgivîng
D94 forma I

095 frank
D96 friendly
097 fr i vol ous
D9B fussy
D99 generous
D100 gentle

REMEMBER: DESCRIPTIVE 0F THE TNSTRUCTOft = ttTt, (true)
NOT DESCRIPTIVE 0F THE INSTRUCTOR = BLANK
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NOTE: For the adjectives appearing below, use IBM answer sheet rrE"

El mild
EZ mischievous
E3 moderate
EU modest
E5 moody
E6 nagg i ng
E7 natura I

EB nervous
E9 noi sy
El0 obl iging
EI ¡ obnoxious
812 opinionated
E13 opportun i st i c
E14 optim.¡stic
El5 organized
E16 originaì
817 outgo i ng
E 1 I outspoken
819 painstaking
E-20 patient
E21 peaceab I e
822 pecul iar
E23 persevering
E24 pers i stent
825 pessimistic
E26 planfuì
827 p I easant
828 pleasure-seeking
E29 po i sed
830 pol i shed
E31 practical
832 praising
E33 preci se
834 prej ud i ced
835 preoccup i ed
E36 progress i ve
E37 prud i sh
E3B quarreìsome
839 queer
E40 qu i ck
E4l qu i er
842 quitting
843 rat ional
E44 rattlebrained
E45 real istic
846 reasonabl e
Eh7 rebel I ious
E4B reckì ess
849 ref I ect i ve
E50 rel axed

E51 rel i abl e
E52 resentful
E53 reserved
E5l+ resou rcef u I
E55 responsible
856 rest I ess
857 retiring
E58 risid
859 robus t
860 rude
861 sa rcas t i c
862 seì f-centered
E63 sel f-confi dent
864 sel f-control led
E65 sel f-denying
866 self-pitying
867 sel f-pun i sh i ng
E68 self-seeking
E69 selfish
870 sensitive
871 sent imenta I

872 ser i ous
E73 severe
E74 sexy
875 shal low
876 sha rp-wi tted
877 shiftless
E7B show-off
879 shrewd
E80 shy
E81 silent
EBZ s ímple
E83 s i ncere
EB4 slipshod
E85 s low
E86 s I y
887 smug
E8B snobb i sh
E89 sociable
E9O soft-hea rted
E9l soph i st i cated
E92 spendthri ft
893 sp i nel ess
894 spontaneous
E95 spunky
896 stabl e
E97 steady
E9B s te rn
899 sr i ngy
E100 stol id

E10l
8102
E103
E104
Er 05
E106
E107
ElOB
Er09
E110
E]11
E112
E1 13
E114
8115
Er16
El 17
E11B
E-t19
E120
E121
E122
8123
E124
8125
8126
E12l
8128
8129
E130
8131
E132
E183
E184
E135
8136
E137
E 138
8139
E'r 40
Et41
E1t+2

E143
El44
El 45
8146
E1 47
E148
E149
E150

s t rong
stubborn
submiss ive
suggestible
su Il<y
superstitious
susp i c îous
sympathetic
tactfu ì

tact I ess
talkative
temperamenta I

ten se
thankless
thorough
thoughtfu ì

thrifty
timid
tolerant
tou chy
tough
t rust i ng
unaffected
unambitious
unassumi ng
un conven t i ona I

undependab I e
unders tand i ng
unemot i ona I

unexcitable
unfriendìy
uninhibited
unintelìigent
unk i nd
unreal istic
unscrupu l ous
unsel f i sh
uns tab I e
vindictive
versat i I e
wa rm
wa ry
weak
whiny
who I esome
wise
withdrawn
witty
wor ry i ng
zanY

DESCRIPTIVE 0F THE INSTRUCT0R - rrTr' (true)
NOT DESCRIPTIVE OF THE INSTRUCTOR : BLANK

REMEMBER:


